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From

Kennedy.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Washington, D. C, June 13. The
New York, June 13. The North
introduction of the Canadian recipro- German Lloyd liner Berlin, , which
city bill was delayed and the senate reached here today from Mediterra
business program upset today when nean ports, reported at quarantine
unexpectedly a lengthy debate was that a steerage passenger was taken
started on a protest of Senator Ba- ill with cholera four days after leavcon against the vote of Vice President
ing Naples and died 30 hours later.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero Sherman, who last
night broke a tie
This is the first cholera case rehas received the total sum ot
the Bristow amendment
and
on an incoming steamship for
ported
for the treasury, as follows: to theadopted
resolution providing for direct
many months. .
Celso Lopez, treasurer of Santa Fe election of senators.
Extensive preNo Infection Feared.
county, $1,494.16; James Sutherland, cedents were cited against and in supNew York, June 13. The Berlin
of Chaves county, $9,968.83; compiof the vice president's action.
Genoa June 1, Naples .the next
lation fund, $8.50; Game and Fish port
Senator Penrose, in charge of the re- left
and Gibraltar June 5. Four, days
Warden Thomas P. Gable $3.75.
day
to
the
hold
;
ciprocity matter, sought
after
leaving Naples Russo,. Bargglo,
V Stolen Horses.
debate
enough to report the bill
The mounted police here have been but hadlong
not succeeded to a late hour. a steerage passenger from Calabria,
notified that some one has stolen ttwo Senate Passes Direct Election Bill. was .taken suddenly ill and' for 34
suffered violent cramps and
horses from O. N. Shields, 'Santa Fe
June 13. The hours
Washington, D.
agent at Kennedy. The animals are senate last night byC, a vote of 64 to other symptoms of cholera.
a black mare and one bay filly."
Braggio died June 7 and was imme
24 adopted a resolutio namending the
From the White House.
constitution to provide for the elec- diately hurried at sea. At quarantine
Governor and Mrs. Mills have re tion of
United States senators by' di- a bacteriological examination of culceived an invitation from President rect
The Bristow tures was at once begun.
popular vote.
and Mrs. Taft to the celebration at amendment
The Berlin was thorougly disinfectthe federal
giving
the White House of Mr. and Mrs.
n such elections ed. All of the 836 steerage passensupervision
laft's silver wedding on Monday. was
a tie vote, the presi- gers will be removed to Hoffman islJune 19. This is to be a brilliant so dent adopted by
in fa- and and probably tomorrow morning
cial affair and friends of the prest vor. casting the deciding vote
all the 375 cabin passengers on the
dent and Mrs. Taft from all over the
steamer will be released from quarancountry are invited.
tine. Dr. Doty, health commissioner
FLOODS TIE UP
'
More Pheasants.
MEXICO RAILWAY TRAFFIC. at quarantine, says he has no fear
Through the kindness of Captain
that contagion will get a foot hold.
M. S. Murray at Roswell, New Mexico,
Santa Eulalia Washed Away By High
will have many more pheasants let
Water and Twenty People
ASCOT HEATH SCENE
loose in a short time for the game
Drowned.
OF BRILLIANT ASSEMBLY.
preserves. Captain Murray is taking
care of several hundred of the birds
to
New Mexican)
Special Leased Wire
Coronation Meet Draws Distinguished
which were sent him by Game War (By
Chihuahua, Mex., June 13. RailMen and Families From All
den T. P. Gable some time ago.
road traffic in nothern Mexico reachParts of World.
River is High.
ed through El Paso is threatened to
A. ,S. Kirkpatrick and Hydrographer
be tied up worse than during the
(By Special Leased Wine to New Mexican)
Cooper have returned from Buckman revolution.Many temporary , bridges
Ascot Heath, England, June 13.
where they measured the Rio Grande built to
those destroyed by
replace
and found it very higfcThere were the revolutionists have been washed Never has Ascot looked better than on
so many logs floating down it that the
rains. It is not be- this the opening day ofythe coronaaway
work of measuring the stream was lieved by heavy construction
can be tion meeting. The weather was rathpermanent
rather difficult.
completed during the rainy ' season, er uncertain, but, the royal enclosure,
National Guard Appointments.
club and other stands and' The lawns
which has just set in.
The resignation of Captain A. P. "Ta
were
crowded ' With fashionably atwas
with
Americans
traftrfillejd
Hill, Company E, First Regiment of held up
washouts at an insurrecto tired persons, while along the rails
by
New
Mexieo
National
Infantry,
about the course, hundreds of motor
for over 24 hours.
Guard stationed at Santa Fe, has been camp
cars and carriages formed a solid line,
Santa Eulalia Washed Away.
First Lieutenant Domingo
accepted.
Chihuahua, Mex., June 13. Twenty King George and Queen Mary with the
Pacheco is promoted to be captain
persons are reported to have been members of their house party
of the company; Second Lieutenant drowned by the washing away of San Windsor came in semistate in eightat
James Baca to be first lieutenant; ta
Eulalia, a village 18 miles to the landaus, each drawn by four bays,
George W. Armijo to be second lieu- east of Chihuahua,
heavy while three landaus drawn by pairs
tenant; Sergeant iS. R. Hobble of rains which lasted following
all night carried their suites. Among the occunearly
,
Light Battery A, to be second lieu- and caused the Chuviscar river to ov- pants of the state
carriages, were the
tenant; J. W. Chisuni and O. W. Chi-su- erflow. The telegraph wires between duke of
Roxburghe, and the duchess,
to be second lieutenants
this city and Santa Eulalia are down. who was Miss May Goelet of New
York; the earl of Granard, and the
Average for Certification.
BOMB EXPLOSIONS IN
countess,
formerly Miss Beatrice Mills
The department of education has
TWO CHICAGO SALOONS. of New York.
decided this year to make the same
Among those present today besides
average and minimum requirement Windows Were.' Broken and Several the king's Windsor
guests, were the
for third certificate in all counties of
colonial statesmen and their wives,
Persons Slightly Injured in
the territory. The average determinand many distinguished persons from
Black Hand Outrage.
ed upon is 60 end the ' minimum 50.
the over-se- a
dominions.
Americans
Teachers then, taking examinations (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) who had received
invitations were
for third grade certiticate in any
111.,
13.
June
Two bombs Ambassador Reid.Mrs. Reid and the
Vhlcago,
county of the territory will be re- were explode! cimultaneously early embassy staff with their
wives"; John
to
an
make
of
60
and today on the South Side within four Hays Hammond,
quired
average
special United States
a minimum of 50 in order to secure blocks of one another.
ambassador to the
Mrs.
;
third grade certificate.
Each bomb was exploded in a sa- Hammond and their coronation;Charles
; v
Award of Contracts.
loon owned by an Italian and the P. Taft, and Mrs. children;
Taft; Mrs. John
The territorial board of penitenti- police believe they were set off by Jacob Astor
and J.
ary commissioners' as a board of pa- members of. the Black Hand in a American minister toRidgeley; Carter,
Roumania and
trol recommended the following' pa- blackmailing scheme.
Mrs. Carter.
roles for convicts: No. 2483, Lee M.
Windows were broken for many
Many other Americans were in the
Guoynes; 2561, Robert Leslies Jr.; blocks around and several persons
on the course and present as
stands
William
2618,
Chisholm; 2650, Carlos were slightly injured.
of English friends.
guests
Eliseo
Governor Mills has appointed th
following notaries: William J.- Wil- rson, Roswell, Chaves county; Prank
H. Winston, Fairview,-Sierr- a
county;
Benjamin Caswell Campbell, Ranger
Lake, Chaves county.
For the Treasury.
4

,
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mi-justic-

200-fo- ot
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unas-signe-

Williams;

Fernandez;

2627,

.

2626 Zeno Wolfenberger; 2629, Epime-nlGOULO' INTERESTS BUY
"
Lou Shelton;
RomeVo;
2632,
RAILROAD IN TEXAS.
2659, Abel Martinez;' 2711,
Charles
Schafer; 2729, Enrique Herrera; 2306, (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Pilar Padllla.
Palestine. Texas. June 13. A com.
The board of commissioners award- mittee paid to represent th Ronid
ed the following contracts: Gross, interests purchased the International
Kelly & Company, of Las Vegas, gro- & Great Northern railroad at a receiv
ceries, brooms, socks, and bed ticking. ership sale here. The road sold foi
etc. H. B. Cartwright and Bro., San- - 112,645,000.
ta Fe, corn meal, roast coffee, matches, etc.; Leo Hersch, Santa Fe, chili,
salt, oats, bran and corn; Armour & X
ARE THEY WELCOME?
Co., Trinidad; 60Q lbs oleomargarine; X
This forenoon, a few faithful
Cudahy & Co., Omaha, 20,000
lbs. X workers did all in their power
pork sausage and 1,000 of Wiener X to give a welcome to a party
Wurst; Capital Coal Yard, of Santa X of excursionists from Boston
Fe, 4,000 tons lump coal; Rosenthan $ who arrived on a special train.
Furniture Company, Las, Vegas, tail- X Tomorrow,
another '. special
o

.

or's chalk, wax and

stay

binding;

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co, San-

St

train with prominent people

X from the south will arrive at
ta Fe, 700 yards extra heavy drill X 10:30 o'clock. The visitors
250 Newberry; Appel Brothers, Las St come from a section
that is
Vegas, thread; Nathan Salmon, Santa 36 proverbially hospitable. They
Fe, 500 yards gray uniform cloth, X want to see Santa Fe and meet
2,000 yards hickory shirting and 3,000 X its people.
Will they be met
yards blue denim; J. H. Gerdes, 60 V by representatives
of the
doz. handkerchiefs, 1,000 , yards 4ow- - X churches as
they should be?,
eling, 30 yards felt coat padding, etc.; X' Win there; be any one at the
Seligman Brothers Co., Santa Fe, X depot to greet them and to
shirt and drawer buttons, suspender X show them the town? Will
and pant buttons; cloth, coat lining X any one call up Red 218 be-canton flannel and sheeting; John
tween now and tomorrow fore-noon offering ' automobile or
.Dendahl, Santa Fe, tailor's canvass
and pins; Wood-DavHardware Co., XT carriage to take these visitors
horse shoes, horse shoe nails; John X from the south about town?
Pflueger, Santa1 Fe, oak tanned sole X Is Santa Fe really hospitable
leather (1500 lbs.) 300 lbs. light kin X and are its church and Sunday
leather; A. L. Gebhardt, & Co., Mil-- ! X school workers alive?
Let
waukee. Wise, clinching shoe nail, X Santa Fe retrieve itself tomorX row from the blow it struck lt-burnishing blacking, etc.
Examination Results In Shut Down. X self when it failed today to wel- The insurance department today 9S come a pary. that Included
X among it some of the
gave out the following statement:
leading
'

X
X

,

i

Wire to New Mexican;
memuers oi inn .Nat nnn UennHmciit
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) (By Special Leased
f ,v,
"
.
T
1
Interior,
T,...
Tt:nnA...
nioi r.ounaav SCIlOOl Teachers' ASSmrinHmi
iuc ftntCananea, Sonora, Mex,, June 13.
msaiunu,
j., juue
Office.
THn..Mn
Conditions in this section of Sonora day of commence week at Peddie In including tha
SaDU Fe V M- - June 10are improving under insurrecto rule stitute, a Baptist preparatory school J. Wilbur Chapman, also an associate
Kditor
and the government is making every here, came near ending tragically last
of the supreme court of Can-- !
Albuquerque Kvening Herald,
effort to protect American interests; night when lightning struck the stee ada and a president of 27 banks, ar-Albuquerque, X. M.
Sir The following editorial is not-o- f
complaints come in however, of minor ple of the Baptist church, where more rived in Santa Fe on a special train
outrages in the smaller settlemenfs. than a thousand persons were crowdfive coaches early this morning and e(1 in our issl'e of June 8, 1911:
Ten Americans who Jeft Cananea ed together to hear the annual ora- icuiawtu in tne
ine h.vening Herald is Infnrmcrt
cny unui 10:30 a m.
two weeks ago, on business connected tions of the graduating class. Panic They were on their
way to San Fran- - that throughout New Mexico at this
with an American company, returned reigned when the bolt struck and Cisco,
California, where they will at- - !time ,here are a number of land office
today , declaring that they had been shattered the
'euins wno are checking up and resteeple and sent tend a convention, June 20 to 27.
harrassed constantly.
it crashing to the earth. Instantly,
s on tne Homesteaders who
1 he delegates were from 14 differ- Booze to Blame.
every light in the building was ex- ent states, England and Canada, two have taken up lands in the dry farm
Officialsattribute unsatisfactory tinguished and the upper part of the countries affiliated
with this associ- ing sections.
conditions in the smaller towns to in- structure caught fire in a dozen ation.
"These sleuths, it is said, are inclintoxication on the part of the discharg places. A panic which might have reThey came over the Santa Fe and ed to be hard on the homesteaders
ed soldiers who have not yet settled sulted in the death of many, was
their train has mae a fine trip so far, and are causing them much trouble
down to the sober pursuits of peace.
ot tne they said.
in retaining title to their lands. In
averted by the
Saloons Closed at Juarez.
who directed his
orchestra
many cases indictments will be sought
leader,
After
the
breakfasting,
Sunday
Juarez, Mexico, June 13. The num men to strike up "The Star Spangled school
teachers and members of the before grand juries for violation of
ber of saloons at Juarez has been reThe
effect
in
darkness.
the
executive committee and their wives the homestead act.
duced to four by order of Governor Banner,"
was magical and the out rush of the visited' the
entire procedure In 99 out of
sights of Santa Fe. They 100"The
Gonzales. There is such a protest by
cases is nothing but rank injuswas stemmed. Fifty women showed great interest in the Historiaudience
rebels however, to this curtailment of
fainted or collapsed before the ushers cal Society's rooms in the Old Palace tice. For two years past the dry
personal liberty that a counter revo could
get the crowd out of the build- and also in the rooms of the School of farmers in New Mexico have faced
lution is threatened unless all the
great difficulties. They have had liting, however, and dozens were bruis American Archaeology.
saloons are permitted to reopen.
They then tle or no rain in most
in
ed
the
and
hurt
the
sections, and
jam
to
through
went
Old
the
Church and were
Viljoen Wants Guns.
shown around by Brother David, the many of them have been forced by
El Paso, Texas, June 13. The ex exits.
sheer necessity to be rather lax about
learned historian of St. Michael's' Colpedition to Lower California against
compliance with the homestead act.
the Magonistas operating there in de SECRETARY OF STATE
lege.
"The spirit and intent of the homefiance of Madero and the federal gov
KNOX MUST EXPLAIN,
From the Old Church they walked stead act is to
give land to families
ernment has been delayed again, this
to the Capitol and were received in that are
actually seeking homes. It
Extime waiting for artillery. General B. House Committee Investigating
the Senate Chamber by Governor Wil- is doubtful if one in a hundred of our
J. Viljoen, military advisor of Madero
penditures of State Department
liam J. Mills, who delivered a
homesteaders have any other intent
who is to be in charge of the expeIs Treated to Surprises.
address
of welcome in his usual or thought than to develop farms and
dition, wired Madero today that he
The governor did not make a living on their claims by
would only undertake "the expedition (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican) happy style.
neglect the opportunity of enlighten- building up homes and producing
if supplied with field pieces. Until
13.:
subD.
A
June
Washington,
C,
ing his hearers about New
Mexico crops. That they have not succeeeded
these arrive, he says he will riot go.
poena for SecTetary of State Knox to and this
vast
resources
and as well as they would like is no fault
territory's
Political Prisoners Freed.
appear and explain the payment to its emineut fitness for
early ad- of their own. They are trying hard
Chihuahua,' Mex., June 13. All the Frederick Hale, a son of former sena- mission to
the Union. At the conclu- enough and the man and his family
in
the
political prisoners
penitentiary tor Eugene Hale of $5,000 from the sion of his welcome the
governor was who lives on a homestead and underhere, including 14 Americans and two Canadian boundary fund of the state warmly
goes the hardships and deprivations
applauded.
Germans captured in the battle of department, was .issued today by tlra
The members of the assocation incidental thereto is entitled to a
Casas Grandes, were liberated last House committee on expenditures in were
shown around the capitol and great deal of charity.
night. All the prisoners of war will the state department. The money they had a
"These departmental sleuths have
group photo taken on the
enlist-menbe paid from the time of their
was said to have been paid on the sole capitol
to do but make a showing for
Bteps with the governor and nothing
4
themselves. They are paid to go out
authority of Mr. Knox's o, k. on a other officials.
c
:
RebelArrny to' Disband.
piece of paper, attached vto ; an un
Just as the camera clicked the train and find defects in the homesteader's
General Orozco, with 1,500 men is signed voucher.
whistle
blew and the teachers hurried claim. Now and then they actually
reported coming from Sauz, 20- miles
discover real fraud and it is right they
The disclosures as to the Hale pay- to the
where they boarded their
depot
away, to enter the city today, when ment was but one of a series of sursbould expose it and prosecute the ofit is expected the men will be paid off prises before the committee today. private special train which whisked fender.
them to Lamy and then toward the
and the rebel army disbanded.
"But just at tjbis time, when after
Thomas Morrison, disbursing clerk of coast.
a long drought the farmer is in a
the state department, said the missing
This was doubtless one of the most
fair way to produce a crop on his land
voucher for $2,450 drawn in payment prominent body of men who
RECEIVER IS ASKED
ever vis he should not
be persecuted in anv
.FOR LEWIS SCHEMES, of a portrait of former Secretary Day ited Santa Fe on an excursion.
such a manner, and it would be a good
of which the artist received only $850
idea if the land officials who are
Indebtedness Alleged to Be Five Mil-- had been found by a messenger on STEEL CORPORATION
BROKE
responsible for sending out these
lion and Assets Only One
fhe floor of his office. How it got
UP POOL MONOPOLY embryo Sherlock Holmes would postthere he had no knowledge.
Half as Much.
pone their operations until the farm(By Special Leased Wire to Hew Mexican)
The vouchers was found on the floor No Combinations
or Illegal
Agree- ers have more of an opportunity to
St. Louis, June 13. A receiver for appeared complete, Mr. Morrison said,
ments Exist Today Declares
make a living from the land and thereall of the properties of E. G. Lewis at and contained former Chief Clerk MWitness at Washington.
by comply with the wording of the
re0
ichael's explanation of how the
University City, Mo., en injunction
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) law."
difference had been expended. The
straining the representatives of the
Seventy-fiv- e
Washington, D. C, June 13. The
per cent of all adverse
syndicate of magazine
publishers explanation was not made public. It assertion that the formation of the reports on homestead entries in New
from exercising authority under the has been contended that the $1,500 United States Steel
Corporation in Mexico are on entries more than two
recent agreement taking over the was spent in secret service.
1901 had put an end to
pools and years old, are abandoned, and there
In regard to the Hale payment, Mr. agreements in the industry was made has never been any residence mada
properties, and a foreclosure on all
improved property of the University Morrison said that all he knew about by James Gayley, former vice presi- or a particle of improvements
placed
Heights Realty and Development the matter was his direction from dent of the corporation, today to the upon saia entries. Of the other
house "steel trust" investigating com- twenty-fivCompany are sought by two suits fil Secretary Knox to pay over the
per cent the entries are
ed today in the United States Circuit
O. H. Tittman, Canadian boun-- j mittee.
clearly abandoned or Intention maniMr. Gayley, in telling ot conditions fested to hold same for
court.
dary commissioner, called before the
speculation
The properties ere valued, it is said committee, declared that the $3,000 existing before that date, denied that in the relinquishment thereof. No
between $2,000,000 and $3,000,000.
payment by Hale had never been ex- combinations or agreements existed adverse reports are submitted unnn '
The suit for a receiver was filed by plained to him. He said his original in the steel trade today. Although at entries where a bona fide attempt is
first opposed to the plan, he now being made to comply with the law,
23 creditors.
estimate for an appropriation of
and every opportunity is given them
had
been
to
increased
made
$25,000
are
by thoroughly approved the understand-ingCharges
against Lewis
reached between steel manufac- to do so.
and his companies by the creditors in the state department without
his
All cases made for investiearinn
turers at the conference dinners intheir petitions.
knowledge that he later learned the
augurated by E. H. Gary, heads of by a special agent are when comIt is represented that all the Lewis extra $5,000 had been paid to Hale.
GERMAN AVIATOR DROPS
plaints of citizens of New Mexico are
The subpoena served on Secretary the corporation.
SOME 125 FEET. corporations are insolvent and that
Mr.
received or when other reliable inforsaid
1901
that
to
Gayley
Knox
prior
is returnable tomorrow.
their aggregate indebtedness amounts
there were agreements by which man- mation is filed in this office. There
8uffers Concussion of Brain But Mayi to more than $5,000,000.
ufacturers were apportioned certain are no cases of checking up of homeThe allegation is made that Lewis TORNADO SWEEPS OVER
narvpianes
shares of the steel business and stead entries without the making or
'
113
Make
NEW YORK TOWN. those
and his wife have left St. Louis and
Miles.
who failed to get their allotted filing of specific complaints or inforthat Lewis is now engaged, in the
share were taken care of with a pro mation, tending to attack the validity
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) work of Inducing women to become Riverside Hotel at Earville Destroyed,
ot same, or the sufficiency of thn
portion of the general profits.
Magdeburg, Germany, June 13. The members of of the American Women's
Freight Cars Lifted From Tracks
compliance with the law.
first serious accident of the National League. It is charged that
and Hurled Many Feet.
When adverse reports are made
ruin,, deSTURGES DROPPED DEAD
Aviation Circuit race occured here to- struction and death have followed
In
are served with the charges
FROM
HEART
DISEASE.
day when Karl Mueller in attempting the wage of Lewis enterprises, due to (By Special Leased Wire lo New Mexican)
and are given an opportunity to apa landing fell with his biplane from misrepresentations made to investors
N.
13.
A
June
Y.,
tornadd
Utica,
to' determine the
ply for a
a height of about 125 feet. The avia- la his
visited the town of Earville, near Wealthy Hotel Owner and Pioneer truthfulnesshearing
of such charges by comcorporations and securities.
Citizen at Albuquerque Diet
tor suffered a concussion of the brain
here, last night. It unroofed the Riv
It is also charged that the
petent testimony. ''
Suddenly.
but may recover. Lindpainter and
Of all adverse reports submitted
of the syndicate of pub erside hotel, lifted freight cars from
plan
N.
13.
M.,
June
Albuquerque,
Frank
Koenig reached Schwerln this morn- lishers is a scheme further to
deprive the tracks and hurled them many rods P. Sturges, wealthy property owner, not over two per cent have applied
ing. The distance from Magdeburg the creditors of
into
the
away
blew
Chenango
river,
the
of
corporations
per
pioneer citizen, owner of Sturges for a hearing, and seventy-fiv- e
to Schwerln is 113 miles.
down five hundred trees and wiped hotel
their money. .
and known to every traveling cent of those who do have defaulted
out
a
half
dozen
barns
and
sheds.
in
Federal Judge Dyer said today that
appearance on the date set for
salesman for the past 25 years in the
A
RAIN BENEFITS NEW
he would pass upon the petitions to There was no loss of life. The tor southwest, dropped dead this after- hearing or have relinquished the
'
nado which lasted only a few seconds, noon about 2
Mexico ranges: morrow.
v
p. m. Heart disease was lauds back to the United States.
Citizens of New Mexico have comswept a path about a mile wide and the cause. He left a large estate.
four miles in length.
Albuquerque Report That It is Shiv-erin-g
Mr. Sturges was 56 years old. He plained bitterly of the fact that entry-me- n
INTERNATIONAL
STRIKE
and That Overcoats Come
having lands In New Mexico live
leaves a widow and one child.
TO 8TART TOMORROW.
In Handy.
in Texas, Oklahoma or other states,
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) INSURRECTO CATTLE IMPORT
thereby preventing school
facilities
Southampton, Eng., June 13. The
TAXES TO BE LIFTED. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX for
Albuquerque, N. M., June 13.--the children of those who do live
of
threatened
Interstrike
the
X
long
To
of
Friends
Orphans.
ercoats and raincoats made their apon their lands, or else by holding
national Seamen's Union has been (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X
The committee
having in
pearance today when the temperature-dsuch lands bona fide settlers coming
fixed to commence tomorEl Paso, Texas, June 13. The five X charge the arrangements for
ropped
and a cold rain began definitely
to New Mexico for a borne are prerow. ; X
tax
on
pesos
the
Mex
from
export
cattle
annual
of
orouting
the
vented from taking these lands withfalling. The cool nights make heavy
ico
X
insurrecto
in
north
through
ports
plans in Santa Fe Canyon tobed clothes comfortable;
out incurring expense in canceling
Rtfln is
ern
Mexico
will
on X morrow, requests all those who
be abolished
such entries, which they are usually
falling throughout middle and north- This will be a greats relief X have donated their automobiles
era New Mexico doing great good to X ATTACKS NEW MEXICO
$ Thursday.
financially unable to do. Numerous
FEDERAL OFFICIALS X to American cattle men, as this tax X to transport the orphans to the
X
crops and ranges.
instances come to this office where
" X made exportations at a prohibitive
X picnic grounds, to be on hand
K Special to the New Mexican.
parties have settled on abandoned
'
X tomorrow morning at 9 a. m.
K
THREE WOMEN DROWNED
Washington, D. C, June 13. Jt profit.
homestead entries who ask the govX sharp at St. Vincent's Sanltar- Junior Senator Reed, Demo- - 3S
IN A TEXAS CREEK. S
;
ernment to cancel the same that they
X lum, so that there may be no
crat, Missouri, in a speech In X DEPOSED GOVERNOR WILL
may file on them,' not being able to
inLeased
WireX
X
to
New Mexican)
the Senate cast unjust reflec- X
(By Special
delay
stand the expense of doing so themgetting an early start,
LIVE IN SPAIN.
X and allowing those who have
San Antonio, Texas, June 13. Mrs. K tions on federal officials in X
selves.
..
v,.
Lottie Nosh, her daughter and- her X New Mexico, saying that in the S (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) X to return to their business to
Entrymen have, by congressional
sister, Jennie Ellis, were drowned In X apportionment for the consti- - X
Los Angeles, Calif., June 13. Senor X get back at the earliest possK
action, been given a general leave
a creek near aBnders, Texas, yester- X tutlonal convention, the feder-- X Redo, deposed governor of Sinaloa, X ble moment.
of absence from their entries from
day, while the two first named were X al officials gave the Republi- time to time Tjhe law also pro- SISTER MARY CHARLES,
Mexico, and his party including broth- X
MIGUEL A. OTERO,
endeavoring to rescue the Ellis girl, X cans four times the represen- - X er and- Water, will leave here today X
who had gotten beyond her depth X tatlon they gave Democrats,
EDWARD C. BURKE.
X for New York, whence they will sail X
while bathing.
for Spain. '
Contiued on Page Six.
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$1,-60-
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$5,-00-
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X

X

The American Bankers Assurance X financiers and bankers of the X
of Dover, Delaware, has X New England states and some X
surrendered its authority to transact X of the mose prominent church X
business in New Mexico and It Is un- - X and. Sunday school workers in
X the world '
- (Continued on Psge Fire.) i ' XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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AGE TWO

I

THE AGONY OF A BABY UNDER

The Little Store

'The Best

I

A SKIN

Know In Every Loaf"

AFFLICTION

is all the more terrible because it can't
tell you how it Buffers. But there is relief at hand not only relief but a permanent cure from prickley heat,
rashes, hives, exzema and all other
skin affections so prevalent among Infants during the summer months. If
you want t see your baby rest easy
once again and a .look of relief
spread over its little face, just apply
splendid r medy ZEMO. We beiovo (.nnnlh onrf oWonplV that in
ZEMO you will find the cure you have
-- n vnn
w- i
,i
UCCU XllaJillB
iUI.
j
in all truth that we have made thous- ands and thousands of parents happy
with this simple, but sure remedy.
And to prove our absolute sincerity,
we have instructed an druggists sea-- :
ing ZEMO, to reiuna tne purcnaser ms
money if the very firs bottle does not
bring relief. Used persistently there-- J
after ZEMO is bound to cure.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP make the
most economical as well as the clean-- .
est and most effective treatment for
affections of the skin and scalp wheth- er on infant or grown person.
Sold by druggists everywhere and in
Santa Fe by our authorized agent
The Capital Pharmacy.
v

TRY IT

TUESDAY, JUNE 13, 1911...,

M.

A 8TRANGE STORY.
The noBtal savines bank at Las Ve
Argyle, Mich. Mrs. Wa, H. Cargas opened yesterday. The first depositors were Harry Grant Kelly and son, in a letter from Argyle, says:
"I was almost wild from pain in my
William G. Haydon, Jr.
head, and other severe pains, due to
Jailed for Stealing Guns.
Cardui gave me
womanly troubles.
Frank McCabe was sentenced to 30 great relief at once.
Further use
days in jail at Albuquerque and $50 of Cardui raised me from my bed of
fine and costs for stealing two guns agony.
Cardui saved my life, and
from a bicycle shop.
I can't be thankful enough for what
Whether seriously
it did for me."
Sunday Brawl at Barelas.
sick, or simply ailing, take Cardui,
a
Early Sunday morning, during
As a general
the woman's tonic.
drunken row in a saloon at liareias, tonic for women, to improve the ap
a suburb of Albuquerque, Cruz San-thi- s
and build up the constitution,
cb was stabbed in the abdomen and petite
Cardui is in a class by itself. Those
JOi-UUniU IS a lUS.ll.c
,
!
mm
Both who have used it say it does the
Try it
work; it relieves, it cures.
ulKU "u loaueu u;i uu uumc.
Your druggist has It.
Hotel Proprietor Robbed.
ORATORICAL CONTEST WAS

Established

GROCERY

GO

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c

190

Everyboy should spend some time in Recreation

A Full line of Dress

Suit
Cases --Travelling Bags
and Trunks of all description. Better come
nowwhile theassortment

'"""'

George Mindeman who is building a
A BRILLIANT SUCCESS.
e
room hotel at Endee, Quay
county, was struck over the head with
The elocution and oratorical con-- ;
a biUy and robbed of ?160 by a thug
test held at St. Michael's college last
ln Chicago.
success and was

twenty-fiv-

is complete

SPECIAL

j

See our Display Window. It will Interest I

YOU
1

fllHIlflBSMMHk

"r

NAPOLEON

BROS. CO,
$

I

!

LOUIS

Incorporated

VACATION TIME

night proved a great
attended by a large audience.
Roswell Commercial Club.
A
TTrrntia won the eold medal or
Club
The Roswell Commercial
SJ
elected John T. McClure, president; first honors offered by Dean Splinters
his u
the
best
for
oration,
of
Bernalillo,
No.
40.
A.
s.
E.
J.
Cahoon,
Kirby, secretary;
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone
being "The Underlying Caus-;J- J
treasurer; Morris Price, first vice subject
Mexican Revolution." He1,,
of
the
es
president; C. D. Dilley, second viceALL CASH PURCHASES.
TICKETS WITH
REGISTER
he said for he is from Old f
WE GIVE
what
felt
president.
and his own ranch was prey- - Si
Mexico,
t
,
i...
me. icvuwuuuiom,
eu
i..t:;to tfn. I. ' VX
uy il
upon
Married at Questa.
the splendid
While
said.
admitting
Philip V. Deickman and Miss Rose
SDeaker 9
van xine were marnea at yuesta, ohiiuw nf TWflrin niaz. the
declared that the insurrectos were'H
ictus cuuuij. iiii. xeiutuimu is iu me
Jft
forest service and the bride was pub- - right in their effort to try to uphold
m
vio-- ; m
ih.hiih tiiibeen
which
"
had
constitution
HUIIIIMII
UL ATirr
the
lie school teacher at Tres Piedras.
IIIL klllli
j X
umiL
lated by the system of elections.
Worn
The winner of the second prize was
OIL
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE
Traveling Salesman Hela for Grand Richard Kelly whose subject was
MY CHOICE.
jury.
PIES-CRE- AM
CAKES
PUFFS
DAY
BREAD
"Fortify the Panama Canal." TheiM
EVERY
FRESH
Oh, men may rave over auburn locks
james T. Keogh, a traveling sales- - other
rvauue j.
competitors were . Henry
.
Or dream of a golden curl:
man at Albumieraue was bound over on
.imu a
"Aviation ; jonn yuinian on
Or sit and sigh till they droop and die in ?1000 bai, for th grand Jury( for
of Count Montalembert";
For tne saice 01 a
5w assaulting Alderman Charles Conroy, Centenary
A Sisneros on "Our
Nation as a!
But neither raven nor rea nor gum
World
Power."
Is the loveliest in town,
Killed By Lightning.
The Junior Elocution Contest op
I know it well (though I seldom tell),
Dario Trujillo was killed by light ened the program. The winners were
brown.
is
hair
For Dorothy's
PHONE 191 BLACK
ning yesterday at Trinidad, Colorado, Louis Samaniego, first; Earl Haley,
while carrying his two year old daugh-- j second; Fred Mahboub, third. The
con
Let people talk to their heart's
ter. The child was stunned but was 'other competitors were: Theodore R.
tent
soon revived. Mrs. Trujillo was also Armiio. Fred Caviegio, Joseph Dono- Of the beauty of bright blue eyes,
struck but her burns were light.
hue, Ernest Gallegos, Hector Lujan,
or
over
gray
green
Or gush all day
A Urrutia Easily Carries Off First
tnem
And the charm that wlthm
Motorcycle Dashes Into Drug Store. Pop, Miguel Romero, Pablo Baca, and
lies:
When the dry spell comes
Fearing he'd be run down by an au- Salazar Luciano.
though their owners glance coyly tomobile
summer you will need But up
which had just turned a
A pleasing feature of the program
was
corner
on
motorHolland
the music by the college orchesB.
a
George
down,
a gasoline engine to run Or modestly cast them them
and
the duets by various members
tra
dashed
tne
into
cycle
Roslyn
still
drug
I feel no thrill, but ignore
store at Denver, pushed aside the thereof
your pump and save your For Dorothy's eyes are brown.
soda fountain, smashed a showcase
crops. When these en Folks
From 53 to 77 That was the range
with awe of a noble and narrowly avoided running down
speak
the
customer.
of
a
and
to
temperature yesterday and the avproprietor
connected
name
gines are not pumping they can be
erage relative humidity was 38 per
De Courcy or Vere de Vere
cheaper than That
cent. The temperature at 6 a. m. to- any other machine and will run
Deming Wants Highway.
commonly goes with a Roman
was
has
subscribed
another
Deming
$1, day was 61 degrees. Yesterday
nose
by hand power.
running
and
warm
hut
a
500
cloudy
day,
for
a
fear;
run
to
partly
into the
highway
a mein that the
You can have complete information and price ButAnda commonplace name is prettier country, 16 miles south of Deming. pleasant, a striking contrast to the
The board of county commissioners I sweltering hot days of the east and
far
on
outfit suitable for your work by applying Than
will also give $1,500 toward the pro--' middle west.
those titles of high renown,
'
J
nnH circ- ClnnA
J rt UUlIIUbOiUIl
to
ijrvf auu
agent.
uuuu TlVUaUB
Well, perhaps you have guessed the jvvi
wu
be
one
to
asked
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
$3,000.
give
FRANK F. GORMLEY,
I like best-Y- es,
Lucas county. ss.
Dorothy's name is Brown!
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Physicians Form Trust.
6619
Black
Phone
N.
M.
Santa Fe,
London Opinion
The physicians of Manchester, Con-'i- s
senior partner of the firm of F. J.
nectlcut, have adopted a scale of Cheney & Co., .doing business in the
Patallv Iniured in Drunken Fight fees under which the amputation of City of Toledo, County and State afore
James Rosa, an Italian laDorer, uiu a toe or fingr ls to cogt
witn j5 said, and that said firm will pay the
his skull fractured in a drunken fight extra for eacn additional toe or fin- - sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for
on Sunday night at Argo near Den ger. It will also cost a family $5 each and every case of Catarrh that
more to have twins than one baby at cannot be cured by the use of Hall's
ver.
a time.
Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Had Her Father Arrested.
Gains-ley- ,
Sworn to before me and subscribed
Aged Minister Takes Bride.
Eighteen year old Juanita
Rev. John Henry Wilkerson, aged in my presence, this 6th day of Decem- formerly of Albuquerque, had her
H. Gainsley arrested at 64 years, of Trinidad, Colorado, was ber, A. D. 1886.
Jacob
father
Hay,
A. W. GLEASON,
married at that place to Mrs. Mary!
El Paso on the charge of insanity.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Sproats, aged 62 years. Rev. Henry! (Seal)
Notary Public.
Z
E. Crowell, a Baptist minister, per-Hall's Catarrh Cure ls taken intern
Bone.
His
Collar
Broke
All kinds of flowers, f arden & field seeds in bulk and package
4LFALFA SEED.
ally and acts directly on the blood and
"Wilbur Beasley, aged eight years, rormed tne ceremony.
mucous surfaces of the system. Send
bone at Albuquerque
his
collar
broke
Rio Grande Out of Banks.
for testimonials free.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
street
a
from
in
jumping
yesterday,
The Rio Grande at San Antonio, So
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Tolede, O.
car while in motion.
corro county, was out of its banks Sold by all druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti- yesterday on account of heavy rains
Free Spender KHIs Himself.
in
the
and
Mateo
San
Magdalena
pation.
DenJames A. Dunn, a well known
Phone Black
mountains.
Phone Black
ver Elk, who had the reputation of
45
killed
being a prince among spenders,
Socialists Entertain Tramps.
himself at Green River, Wyoming, beW. H. KERR
As a rebuke to Mayor Todd, a Socause he was "broke."
cialist himseM, of Grand Junction.
AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY.
Colorado, because he drove one hun- - Phone us, we will be glad to call for
New Editor for News.
dred tramps out of town, the Social- - your laundry on Mondays and Tues- edi
the
will
guide
John K. Tinker
ists, entertained fifty tramps at a days and deliver on Thursdays and
News
torial policy of the Taos Valley
Danquet declaring that a tramp has Fridays,
for a while, Editor Giddings having as
much right to be in the town as
All work is guaranteed; your socks
gone into the railroad promoting
citizen.
any
are
mended and buttons sewed en
of
hundreds
have
months.
ten
They
business.
Chickering Bros.
your shirts without extra charge.
satisfied customers in New Mexico
Bush and Lane.
Died Drinking Champagne.
and Arizona.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
Trains Delayed by Washout
Co.
A
A letter, a telegram or a telephone
Denver and Rio Grande trains were near stranger was found dead in a cut
Bisbee.
Two champagne bottles.
Schiller.
to them regarding pianos, prices and tied up at Pueblo, Colorado, yesterday
Victor
terms will prove to prospective piano by a washout of the Arkansas, 20 a partly drained whiskey bottle and
a bottle of dark wine, also partially
miles west of Puebio.
buyers that the firm of Learnard-Lin-dema- n
drained, were by his side. The body
Co. will meet every customer
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
was in an advanced state of decomConvict Drowned,
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
3
position.
I
satnd
a
a
of
was
piano
simple
other makes.
Eduardo Romero, a convict,
purchase
La Salle Restaurant
This firm has purchased over slid isfactory business transaction, not ont drowned in the Arkansas river near
In
Taos County.
Mining
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.
Pueblo, Colorado. Andrew J. Wise,
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Daniel Vigil of Virsylvia, Taos counforeman of the D. & R. G., was
section
'
Telephone 11.
LEARNARD-LINDEMANCO.
has
N
ty,
a
discovered
antiof
deposit
drowned while trying to save Rom
Two
Doors
Store.
and
Andrews
mony
sold
Below
F.
claim
the
WOO
to
Alamosa,
The Square Music Dealers :: Albuquerque, N. M. :: Established
ero.
S300 cash and a Regular Meals 25 Cents
Colorado,
for
parties
CO.
CURIO
SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA FE TRAIL
promise of $200 more later. The elecShort Order at all Hours
Horse Race at Las Vegas.
Sheriff Secundino Romero has post tric plant at the Hamm mill at South
BY THE WEEK $5.00
BOARD
ed a bet of $250 at Las Vegas for a Forks, Taos county, is in operation French
Noodle Order 20c. a dish
race between Teddy B. and Shorty on and the mill is to start up next week.
. New York
Chop Suey 50c.
on
Lost
Jornado.
August 11. The other horse is owned
After wandering about several days
by Garnett Burke.
without water, Dr. Charles S. Per- cival of New York, and George D.
Arrested for Peddling.
Brown of Detroit were rescued on the
Arturo Ricardo was arrested at Las
Jornado del Muerto, Sierra county, by
Vegas by Sheriff Secundino Romero
captain Farmer of the V. S. army.
for peddling without a license.
Percival is a magazine writer and
Brown an automobile enthusiast and
Lumber and all kinds
Lump, nut and
Two Convicts Escape.
both lost their way. They are in a For Best Laundry Work
mine run coal
of btfilding material
Alva Barnard, aged 25 years old, and
L. E. Scott, 28 years, escaped from precarious condition.
YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
the convict road gang at work be
Basket leaves Monday and Tuesday
Foley' Kidney Remedy.
tween Denver and the mountains
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
13
for Returns Thursday and Friday.
particularly recommended
chronic cases of kidney and bladder AOENCY AT 0. K. BARBER SHOP.
Auto Went Over Bluff.
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
Dr. William J. Walsh, coroner of trouble. It tends to regulate and conMRS. F. O, BROWN, AGENT
San Francisco, was fatally injured by trol the kidney and bladder actions
Estimates Cheerfully Furnished
and
is
bracand
over
400
Phone
auto
a
bluff.
his
foot
healing, strengthening
Red No. 23 Phone Red No. M
jumping
Postal 8avlngs Bank at Las Vegas. ing. For sale by all druggists.

ER

1856.

Diaun-uu.e-
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Phone No. 36

P. 0. Box 219
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Groceries and Delicatessen

this

it

it

!

low-bor- n

an
the

1

I

WHOLESALE

RETAIL

Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Flour

LEO HERSCH

45

PIANOS

Learnard-Llndeman-

&

"TACKLE" OUR FISHING TACKLE AND YOU'LL LAND ANY
FISH THAT TACKLES YOUR BAIT.
WE DO NOT "BAIT" CUSTOMERS BY SELLING THEM THINGS
THEY KNOW SOMETHING A BOUT AT A VERY LOW PRICE, AND
THEN GETTING VERY HIGH PRICE8 ON THINGS THEY DON'T
KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT.
QWE WANT YOUR TRADE ON LY BECAU8E WE DESERVE IT.

PIANOS

Phone

R.

J. CRICHTON

LUMBER & COAL YARD

Imperial Laundry

I

If Its Hardware We Have

14.

oal

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL
RATON

Screened

It

Phone 14

Wood

yanke:

Lump

CERR1LL08

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

Steam Coal.

capital coal yard.85

sarAr8.lvD?t
85
Telephone

Telephone

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

n

Jesse-Frenc-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

InpVed and onUnprored City Property, Orchards
andRtncks; Also a number of the finest! Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

FOR C AI p
lUlV JAIX

Modern

Residences-fo-

r

Rent.

F. M. JONES.

103

Palace Ave.

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horse
Baggies, StUTies, Saddle

CALL

UP

Ttac.9

CHAS. CL0S5ON
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VAPPY RESULTS.
No wonder scores or santa Fe citizens grow enthusiastic. It is enough
to make anyone happy to find relief
after years of suffering. Public statements like the following are but
truthful representations of the dally
work 4ne in Santa Fe by Doan's

WOOD'YS HACK LINE
Prom

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

money mis.
Torlbio Rodriguez, 110 Johnson St,
arrival ot
arrives at Stant be, N. M., says: "Two and a
half years ago I gave a statement for
any otter publication in regard to my experi
and good ence witlh Doan's Kidney Pills. Today I am stronger in my praise of
this remedy , than iver. I suffered
greatly from disordered kidneys, the
pains in my back being so acute at
Trip
times that I had to stop work and sit
down. The trouble steadily grew
worse and I rarely knew what It was
FOLEY'S KIDNEY REMEDY.
to be free from an ache or pain of
'
Is particularly
recommended for some kind. Soon after I began using
chronic cases of kidney and bladder Doan's Kidney Pills, my pains and
trouble.
It tends to regulate and aches disappeared and my back becontrol the kidney and bladder action came strong."
and is healing, strengthening and
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
bracing. For sale by all druggists.
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Leavei Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

FARE

$5.00

IE

10

5

CONSTITUTION

SPEECHES

ELOQUENT

Governor Mills,
Prince, Col. Prichard and
the Mayor Speak

The Associated fraternal Societies
of New Mexico declared in open con
vention at the court house last night
that in the opinion of the delegates
Mexico
the constitution of New
should be accepted by congress withcents.
Co.,
Buffalo, out amendment, the same constituNew Tork, sole agents for the United tion adopted by a majority of 18,000
We Have Built Up
States.
people.
The vote expressing this sentiment
was unanimous and was received with
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
cheers.
The societies held an oratorical
(Coal Land.)
feast last night, the speakers being
Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. Governor William J. Mills, Mayor Ar
thur Seligman, Colonel George W.
May 4, 1911.
Notice Is Hereby given that Cornelia Prichard and Former Governor L.
Gonzales, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on Bradford Prince. The music of the
April 13, 1906, made homestead entry First Regiment Banu and the Glee
musical sete
NB
for SW
No.
NW Club furnished a
N.
SW
3E
section 5, ting and one ' that was much appreciattownship 14 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. ed.
Meridian, has filed notice ot intention
Governor Makes Stirring speech.
to make final five year proof, to esGovernor Mills welcomed the dele
tablish claim to the land above
in a stirring speech. He said
gates
TJ.
before
WE HANDLE LUMBER
register or receiver,
in part:
In large quantities and have every S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on
"The idea of the fraternal associa
modern facility tor furnishing the the 6th day of July 1911.
in meeting here tonight for the
tions
names
as
Claimant
witnesses:
very best rough or dressed
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Petaa, purpose of forming an organization
Lumber
of every description. We arc thus Agustin Montoya, and Jose Ortiz y is a most excellent one, as in unity
and
there is strength;
enabled to make the very best prices Pino, all ot Galisteo, N. M.
and there is no question that when
MANUEL R. OTERO,
for Lumber ot such high grade.
We will be pleased to figure on your
Register. the fraternal societies of New Mexico
get together their strength must be
contracts.
If you want anything on earth tr respected by everyone."
Then he gave a short history of the
a New Mex'can Want Ad.
forming of the fraternal insurance associations, or benevolent societies that
were started to. give the poorer people
a chance to insure themselves. He continued:
"It would be a good idea if the
United States government bought out
(Old Sparks Ranch )
all the old line insurance companies
and would then insure the people on
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
the basis of the fraternal associations.
Best of Beds
Best of Food
It would prevent the things that were
Cold Pure Spring Water
v
brought out in the insurance investigation in the state of New York.
No Invalids
$15 a Week
"So far, the fraternal companies
have been as safe and have had no
Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
more failures than the old line insurWrite Pecos
ance companies, especially as they
Telegraph Glorieta
are managed today. They issue a different class of policies in that they
insure in small amounts, and in a
limited kind of policies, and insure
the lives of men only; while the old
line companies insure men for their
business. The outlook is that all the
fraternal associations in New Mexi
co will send delegates here and be or
ganized into one great fraternal association. What these delegates learn
for the good of the order, amount of
premiums, and ways of maintaining
their orders can be ascertained better
They will
through these meetings.
108
A0
da?honkht 130 RED
derive great benefits from being in
corporated together.
Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Done.
"Fraternal associations ailow members to meet each other in their
lodge rooms, help tViem in habits of
saving in order to meet their pay
ments. These associations are made
up of the great bulk of working peo
habits of saving should be impressed
upon the young people of the country
but not that they should be stingy,
it a person, saves J100 out of
$1000 per year, it is a good thing for
him, his family and the community
that he belong to a fraternal associa
Successor to B. P. Williams
tion. No country ever lasted whose
people spent more than they were
So I say that one of the
making.
great advantages of these associations
is the habit of saving money in order
to pay the installments on insurance
contracts. If the associations had not
I
ft existed all the money would hava
niirrhic0l ttiA Pntirp stnrk (if hnrses tt ertiiinmpnt
,.,....... tfnrmerlv
l I hva
liaiw nuiwuuvu uiv v .... ""- ........j
been spent and when the head of the
ji owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
family had passed away the family itself would be left in a cold world with
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or night
nothing to protect them.
!!
I
will
want.
of
kind
a
with
rig you may
to furnish you
any
"I am heartily in favor of this move
ment and every movement of this
endavor to give prompt and efficient service and trust to merit
kind by the people. I am heartily in
:
our patronage.
..
favor of these fraternal organizations
and I think they do a world of good,
ana as far es I am aware never any
san
3io
francisco
Sat
harm. The great teaching is that the
head of the family should do what he
Santa Fe, N.M
Phone 139. Red
can to guard the family and make that
family comfortable after his death. It
is a good thing for the people of New
Mexico to get together for mutual protection, where they can confer to
Mexico
gether for their best interests. This
association is bound to do much good
ana i am heartily in sympathy with
you and I will aid and assist you in
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
any way, I can help you in carrying
"The West Point of the Southwest"
out me oDjects or this association."
Ranked by United States War DeCol. Prlchard'a Address.
Institupartment as "Distinguished
Colonel George W. Prichard deliv
tion." Army officers detailed by War
ered an eloquent address on the bene
Department
fits to be derived from fraternal asso
Academic
course,
preparThrough
ciations. He said: "No one can meas
or
business
ing young men for college
ure the consequence of a benevolent
life. Great amount of open air work.
move of this character. But Judging
Healthiest location of any Military
by the numbers who are here and the'
in
the
Located
;
Union.
School in the
earnestness manifested this is but the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
beginning of a great work in fraternal
of the West at an elevation of 3700
insurance. The power that controls
feet above sea level, sunshine every
movements of this character, that
snow
the
or
during
day, but little rain
brings around social changes and so
season.
cial reforms often deduce their greatFourteen Officers and Instructors,
est events from small beginnings.
eastern
standard
from
all graduates
"A citizen of Genoa discovering
colleges. Ten buildings, throughly
America changed the commerce of the
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
world, an humble German inventing
'
In all respects.
tne printing press made it possible
E. A. CAHOON,- - Pres.
REGENTS
to diffuse knowledge In every land:
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
a French wanderer skilled in the his;
,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
tory, theology, civil law and the
W .M. ATKINSON,' Secretary,
didactics . of religious controversy
and W. A. FINLEY.
sowed the seeds ot Democratic sim
For particulars and illustrated' caplicity In Geneva and a few English
'
men thereafter translated- the princi
talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. W1LLSON,
ples ot liberty on American soil.
Forty-onpersona laid the founds- Superintendent
tlon of free government In America,
Foster-Mllbur-

n
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Charles W. Dudrow

THE VAUQHAN RANCH

The conve,nant or compact signed by new society steadily grow to the
became the model and the guide; terests of its members and to all con-o- f
every constitutional
government! cerned.
conti-- j
organized upon
Thc Co,onel-- addre8g was lne sig.
nent. Upon this foundation has been nal or
prolonged applause,
erected one of the most wonderful su-- ;
" Address of Welcome.
"'yo'
perstructures the world has ever seen
This temple of liberty has withstood'1 Then Mayor Sell:MI1 addressed
short but inter-an- d
the storms that have raged about itthe conventin
He
said in part:
:istins
Ich.
the blasts of adversity for nearly
three hundred years. Within its walls "Santa Fe ,s 'he most unique,, histori-ar- e
to be found nearly a hundred mi'- - cal and charming city in the United
lion of people. Likewise, you will ay States, and is an ideal as a convention
the foundation for a great fraternal city, it is unique since here Is blendtemple in this territory, for your mu- ed the progress of the 2)th century
tual interests, benefit and improve- with the cliff dwellings of the 10th
century. Its people are the most proment.
"No man is made the worse by be- gressive and hospitable that can be
found anywhere. I can heartily welcoming a member of a fraternity like
this. A good member of an organiza- come you to a city that does produce
tion of this character is invariably a what money cannot buy perpetual
good citizen. In fact, he is made a sunshine pure air pure and wholebetter citizen for the reason that some water. Fraternal associations
he has the forcible example of frater- are based on general health risks
nal friendship, benevolence, charity throughout the country; but if they
and justice before his eyes daily. Thej were based on the health of the
stones of an organization P' hre in Xew Mexico their premi-o-f
this character are generally friend-- ! ums would e greatly lessened. I
charity, benevolence and justice, tend to you now and at all times a
It is unnecessary to discuss the mean-- mst hearty welcome to this city of
ing of these great cardinal principles, the Holy Faith."
and the benefits they bring to the!
Prince Talks,
members of a fraternal organization.!
Then followed a stirring speech ly
There are however, material benefits
L. B. Prince that was
to be added and that is the insurance well received and most heartilv ar- features of an organization of this pauded: "Insurance is a gooth thing
character to protect its members He who netilects to urnvide for his
against the casualties of accident and family ls worse than an intldel, Ur.
lite, to improve the standard of living dinary insurance is a cold business
to insure the member upon his death
Fra- proposition, a matter of trade
provisions are made for his FAMILY ,ernal insurance has added to it LIFE
to take the place of private charity. and WARMTH and
HEART. The old
thus avoiding the necessity under any
tem bf,
ft (;hcck
circumstances of a members family of
whi,e f
insurance
commg an ooject ot private help.
thfise other thjngs ,o & houge
brings
'
Classes of Insurance.
n fraternities there is the
ot life.
There are two classes of insurance; hand of sympathy, love, fraternity
the industrial and the fraternal. The a beating of a palpitating
heart
industrial insurance of course is that against the other palpitating heart of
insurance which one obtains from pri- - a brother. Everything which brings
vate companies. They are expensive, a man nearer to his fellow man is of
large salaries must De paiu their om- - great good. Under brotherhood crime
dais, their traveling agents and hence ceases. Christianity was founded on
the policies are loaded down with iov t0 God and love to our miehhnr.
first cost. The fraternal insurance is In universal brotherhood, we need not
reneveu oi inese uurueus. mere are wait to
t0 Heaven, for w will haw.
but few salaries and small. There is u paradise in ihis world. Tnis ,a tru0
absolutely no litigation between a fraternalism. I am pleased with the
fraternal company and its members. idea of this
assocation, for the more
The fund of the association is a sacred
you can draw together the better it
fund and is wisely and religiously dis- will be for
the various societies. This
tributed without any unnecessary cost
bringing of men together will do
to those who are entitled to it.
away with prejudices. Many a friend
We Are Dependent.
will be gained and none will be lost
'We are essentially dependent be- - I am glad to see this extension of the
ings. In fact, practically dependent fraternal idea as embodied in this or.
in all things. We depend on some one ganization. and from a full heart I
tor the clothes we wear unless we wish you GOD SPEED."
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"Supper Ready"
When vou get back to
camp, tired and hungry, you
do not want to stend the
evening getting supper ready. You want a stove you
can start up in a minute that will cook quickly and well.
For camp, houseboat or bungalow, a New
e
Oil
is the ideal cooking device. It
is ready for use in a moment
It saves all the trouble
of cutting wood and getting in coal. It does not overheat
or make dirt in a kitchen ; there are no ashes nor smoke.
It requires less attention and cooks better than
any other range.
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Associated Fraternal Socic
ties of New Mexico
Want It As It Is
MANY

M.

.
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Cook-stov-
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, turquoae blue enameled chimney.
Hioriftomrb finished throughout. The
Hove can be had with of
ud
without a cabinet top, which united with
towel rtcb, etc
ihetvet,
drop
De leri everywhere : or write forde

0il Company

Continentai

Incorporated

CRAZY MAN WANDERED

20 YEARS AGO TODAY

ABOUT THE STREET.

(Frem the New Mexicaa af this data

Stood on One Leg Like a Flamingo
and Gave the High Sign to

Passers

By.

N. M., June

Albuquerque,
ficer Pablo Lujan was tailed out to
Fruit avenue yesterday afternoon
where he found an old man standing
on one leg and holding one hand in
the air. He exhibited all the evidences of instanity. With the assistance of the county jailer the man
was taken to the county jail, where
he was charged with insanity. He
will have a hearing in a few days.
After much trouble he gave
his
name as Pedro Padilla Velasquez de
Gonzalez. He looked to be a sheep
herder, but it was impossible to find
out what he was or where he came
from, as when spoken to, the man invariably stood up on his feet lifted
one leg, and hoisted one hand into the
air, and from then on nothing could
be gotten from him.
The party was compelled to wait
for nearly 20 minutes for a street
car at the corner of Third and Central
and the man stood on one leg with
his hand in the air the entire time.
In going from Albuquerque
to old
town on the street car, it was impossible to keep him in his seat.
He
would stand up, and standing
he
would give the conductor the higa
sign and stand on one leg.
1:5.

Of-

(

1191.)

Michael Berardinelli deCaptain
clines the nomination for alderman
"subject to the votes of the people"
and the will of the voters.
The Rev. Dr. Beauchamp will officiate tomorrow at the church of the
Holy Faith. Dr. Beauchamp is from
.
Baldwinsville, N. Y.
In the case of Anastacio Martinez,
of Rio Arriba county on trial in the
U. S. court yesterday for violation ot
the Edmunds act, the jury this morning brought a verdict of not guillty.
C. A. Spiess is getting ready to go
to Missouri for a couple of weeks
visit to hie parents.
According to aavices received from
the Vatican, the pope himself will
take a hand in the selection of a coadjutor archbishop for the diocese of
Santa Fe. Rev. Father Chapelle, a
distinguished clergyman from Washington, was long ago selected by the

American church authorities for this
office but the matter of course will
go directly before the pope.
The New Mexico wool clip this year
is a very large one and the prices now
being obtained are larger than they
have been for years.

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior,

Coal Land.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
May 4, 1911,
Notice is hereby given that Agri-pin- a
Sealed proposals will be received
by the County Commissioners of SanDelgado de Gonzales, of Santa
ta Fe County. New Mexico, up to Fe, N. M., who, on April 13, 1906,
twelve o'clock noon on Saturday, the made homestead entry, No.
1st day of Juiy, 1911, for furnishing
for Lots 3 and 4, SW.
NW.
all material and constructing three
Sec. 4, SE.
NE.
Sec. 5,
bridges in said county, located as fol Township 14 N. Range 9 E. N. M. P.
lows:
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
One Bridge over the Santa Fe river to make Final five year Proof, to eson Canon Road within the limits of tablish claim to the land above dethe City of Santa Fe.
scribed, before Register or Receiver,
One bridge over the Galisteo river U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M..
on the 6th day of July, 1911.
near the town of Galisteo.
One Bridge over the Galisteo river
Claimant names as witnesses:
near the town of Los Cerrillos.
Jose N. Gonzales, Estanislao Pena,
:V;::j;-"- '
;
ft
.'.:;
All the material and work shall be Agustin Montoya, Jose Ortiz y
Pino,
furnished and done in accordance all of Galisteo, N. M.
with the plans and specifications now
MANUEL R. OTERO,
on file in the office of the County
Register.
Clerk at Santa Fe,
New Mexico,
A Leading California
where they may be seen and examinDruggist
ed and copies procured.
Pasadena, Calif., March 9, 1911.
Each bid must be accompanied by
Foley and Co.,
Gentlemen: We
a certified checK in the sum of 10 per have sold and
recomended Foley's
cent of the amount of bid.
Said Honey and Tar Compound for years.
v. check to be drawn upon some solvent We believe it to be one of the most
bank doing business in Santa Fe efficient expectorants on the market.
Containing no opiates or narcotics It
county, New Mexico.
Parties desiring so to do may also can be given freely to children.
F. W. F ARMER,
submit plans and prices of their own, Enough of the remedy can be taken to
Elected President of the New Mexico Fraternal Congress.
and the Board of Commissioners re- relieve a cold, as it has no nauseat
serve the right to reject any and all ing resuiuP and does not interfere
are tailors or weavers. We depend ILLICIT LOVE AND
bids or to accept any bid made that with digestion.
Yours very truly, C.
on some one for the food we eat unINCONVENIENT HUSBANDS. in their judgment is for the best in- H. Ward Drug company, C. L. Parsons
less we are farmers. The farmer is
terest of Santa Fe County, New Mex- Secy, and Treas."
Get the original
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound in
dependent on the merchant and the Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier ico.
on
his custom
merchant is dependent
Thinks Tajique Murder Was
I. SPARKS,
the yellow package.
For sale by all
ers. This dependency makes organi
Result of Conspiracy.
Chairman of the Board druggists.
zations of this character essential.
GEORGE W. ARMIJO,
When society was first founded it was
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Clerk of the Board.
That the murder at Tajique of Juan
for the purpose of protecting itself
Connections made with Automobile
and paraPeralta by his
against its enemies but the time came mour with the assistance of Peralta's
line at Vaughn for RosweTi, dally.
Middle Aged and Elderly People.
when society existed for another pur wife was the result of a deliberate Use Foley Kidney Pills for
and Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rot-wequick
pose, for the purpose of being help- plot was stated yesterday by Sergeant permanent results in all cases of kid
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roe- ful to its members. Communities John W. Collier of the Mounted Po- ney ana bladder
and for well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leavaa
troubles,
and
rules and regula lice.
were organized
painful and annoying
Roswell for
at 6 p. ra. The
tions were established hafving for Mr. Collier spent yesterday in Al- For sale by all druggists.Irregularities. fare between Vaughn
Santa P and Torrance
their object the welfare of its mem- buquerque. He was at the scene of
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
bers. And as time progressed, clubs the crime with Sheriff Mayers as
If you want
on earth try Roswell $10. Reserve teats on autoand societies of a social and fraternal soon after the news of the killing as a New Mexicananything
Want Ad.
mobile by wire. J. W. &ockard.
nature sprang up."
an automobile would take the off:. In
Colonel
Prichard icers to the spot.'.and largely to the
conclusion
said;
promptness of Collier was due the
"These societies need no legislation. successful outcome of the case against
Legislation ls liable to be destruc- Eduardo Trujillo, Isabella Billecas de
Mountain Health Retort, 22 miles from Santa Fa on main line of Santa Fa,
tive to them and their principles are Mondragon and Mrs. Peralta.
safer with their members than with
f
"It was a carefully laid plot to get one and
miles from depot
the law makers."
the husband of Mrs. Peralta and the Tent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with
every accommodation, furnished for
"The Iawa of this territory sanc- husband of her. daughter out of the housekeeping and
for occupancy.
ready,
the
"and
said
benevoCollier,
way,"
and
Sergeant
tion a fraternal, religious
WILLIAMSON RANCH,
lent society and countenance the is- young woman's husband may thank
to
;
Glorieta, N. M.
suing of Indemnity to its members his lucky stars that he happened
against loss by death or accident but be away herding sheep for Antonio
we have no provisions for their regu- Salazar just at the time the killing
lation and perhaps it is wise that it was pulled off."
The motive for the killing is said to
is so. A good insurance commissioner might be of benefit to a 'fraternal be the same old story of illicit love
PLANTS, Fruit In Season. Wadding
FlOWerS
obana Table Bouquets and Decorations.
organization. On the other hand If and husbands who are unpleasant has
A
such a commissioner were acting in stacles to its pursuit. Trujillo
Funeral Dealgna.
the Interests of industrial insurance been placed in the Santa Fe penitenOut of town orders given careful attention. An extra charge of 25c
safe
for
keeping.
companies, which are always antago- tiary
for packing on order under 93.00.
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For Health Seekers and Rest Seekers
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nistic to fraternal insurance companies, great Injury might be done to
the latter to place it in the hands of
an Insurance commission."
The sneaker wound up with the
statement that he hoped to see the

Foley Kidney Pills contain just the
ingredients necessary to regulate and
strengthen the action of the kidneys
and bladder. Try them yoursel? For
sale by all druggists. .
.

Ctlt

Specialty

THE CLARENDON GARDEN R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.

2

Phone Black

12.

Santa Fa, New Mexico.
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the Chamber of Com-merce is financially "in the hole";
businessmen are not paying their duesj
THE NEW "1LX1CAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
anu mere is not enough money in
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
sight to pay for half the cost of such
and Superintendent. a publication although there is an inEditor and President
JOHN K. STAuFFER, Secretary-Treasuresistent demand for it.
When the excursion arrived at AlEntered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Ft Postoffice.
buquerque this afternoon, although it
made only a stop of one hour, there
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$8.50
Daily, six months, by mail
were at hand a big reception com25
carrier
Daily, per week, by
1.00 mittee, automobiles
and carriages
Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
that proved to the visitors that Al2.00
65 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by mail
had many
interesting
.50 buquerque
7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Saily, per jear, by mail
sights; there had been provided a
banquet at th Alvarado; there was
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
distributed literature telling all about
the glories of the Duke City. In view
'
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It Is sent to of all
this, what will Santa Fe do
circulation
effery postoffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing
tomorrow forenoon," when a similar
excursion from the south arrives to
anion, the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
spend several hours at Santa Fe?
a new book, but

SANTA PE NEW MEXICAN

I

DENVER'S GREAT SCENIC HIGH
THE PULPIT AND POLITICS.
WAY.
Businessmen, professional men, of-flee holders, workingmen, are as a: The Coloardo papers are full of
rule, fairly well posted on politics. glowing descriptions of the splendid
If they desire more political informa- - scenic highway that convict labor is
tion they do not go to church on Sun-- : building from the capital of the state
day for it. The average man still into the mountains and as a conse-holdthe sweetly unreasonable old- - quence many tourists are coming to
fashioned idea that the preacher's see the work in progress while many
sphere is to preach the gospel with- - more will come to view the wonders
out reference to the wool tariff; to of the road after it is completed,
"Warden Tom Tynan's 'boys' are
smoothe the pillow for the sick, to
make it just a little easier for the making the dirt and rock fly on the
dying to enter the shadow of the val-- road from Morrison into Denver,
"This is the Evergreen road that
ley; to baptise the young and instruct1
them in the beauty of holiness, to Tyann offered to build with his road-we,
youths and maidens, to bury the building crowd from the state
to cure the heartsick and com- - tentiary.
fort those spiritually troubled. The, "Warden Tynan be ft known, built
unsophisticated still hold that poli- - the famous Royal Gorge road at
tics is a mere incident in a much Canon City, and the way his "boys"
road
larger life of the man who is a "pas- - are tackling the
tor," a "minister,'', a "spiritual coun- - shows that they are entering as
"When a man's tooth aches thusiastically into the building of this
he cares , little whether Diaz or Ma- - great highway as they did into the
dero rules in Mexico, and when a wo- - Royal Gorge road,
man's spirit is broken, she is not wild "The roadbuilders yesterday after-thear her preacher denounce Torn noon were working in the granite hills
Taggart. To the man who sends for just this side of Morrison. Here they
a minister because he really wants were blasting rock from the hill and
him, it is a matter of indifference rolling the huge bits down to the
he is a Free Trader or a Pro- - ttire roadway.
This roadway is later
to be filled and to be made a smooth
tectionist.
idea road,
But that is the
which filled the pews with those who
"There was a joyousness about the
sought spiritual refreshment rather way the men worked that made' it
political entertainment; which ficult for one to realize they were
the anteroom of priest and ,victs. However, the men are happy in
minister with those who were heart-- the work as it takes them away from
sick rather than with gossips of sharp the great stone prison at Canon City;
tongue, resentful politicians who are gives them open air labor and ten
women with days a month is taken off for every
defeated, or
the month they work so that every day
impractical theories.
his they labor they are taking time off
modern
expects
propogandist
minister to be a "Jack the Giant Kill- - their sentences,
er," a St. Michael who with his snick- - "The camp has been established
t
ersnee decapitates office holders so just outside of Morrison and the
there may be political jobs for gress the men are making on the
the elders, deacons and friends of his road shows that not only do they
church.
know their business, but that they
Not that the minister or priest are pushing it forward as rapidly as
ahould be an effeminate jelly fish a road could be pushed,
but that he should regard his call- - "The road is already beginning to
ing as much higher than that of the assume shape and to fill the hearts
stumpspeaker or the professional of the automobilists and every man
muckraker. He should go to the pri- - who likes to ride or to drive a horse
mary of his party in his ward. A with gladness.1
hundred words spoken there will The road is similar, but far inferior
bring far greater results than a nun- - to the great Scenic Highway that the
sermons filom the pulpit de- - commonwealth of New Mexico is
nouncing the "gang"; he should at- - building across the Pecos forest be
tend every meeting of the chamber tween Santa Fe and Las Vegas. When
of commerce and there stand for a that road is finished, it will be adver- cleaner community, morally and phys- - tised as the Grand Canon or the Yose- ically, and his one word there will mite are advertised today by the
have more weight than a score of railroads. It will bring thousands of
beautifully conceived sermons on the tourists and that will mean millions
iniquity of the society ladies who play of dollars in the coffers of the
he should attend mass meet- - ple of New Mexico. There is no road
and
be conspicuous there de- - that pays like a scenic road across
ings
nouncing graft and political wrong- - mountains and forests,
doing and thus become a live wire
in the body politic when his rantings
a CHILLY RECEPTION,
in the pulpit in front of the faithful For years the desire of ganta Fe
who gather to hear him in church has been for more
tourigt vlsitors
would accomplish no more than the It hag
that the
compained
bitterly
futile echoes of an empty voice. He railroad companles were not sending
should go out in the byways and all of their
gpeclal tra,ns and excur.
highways and bring in the despised, sions up the
branch 0F aned
the downtrodden and should be their t0 caU attention to the free side
trip,
advocate in the prisons and in the
of latey tne feilroad companies
courts of justice and thus accomplish have advertjSed Santa Fe more than
more for right living and right think- any otner town they have gone out
ing than by denouncing courts and of tnelr way t0 lnduce tourists to
juages irom me puipu.
stop over ln tnls interesting city for
There may be a crisis now and tnen, they navJ discovered that it is worth
generally only at long intervals, wnen wnje
me puipit snouia ieaa me ciajnor ior
But lf lganta Fe doing its part? Two
civic righteousness
and
political months aeo it was announced thrnneh
judgment on those in high places, but the New Mexican that today a Sun- to mane ot tne puipit a commoa dav seh0ol snecial from Boston on its
af- place every Sunday muck-rakin-g
way to San Francisco would arrive
fair, is to stultify religion and its at 7 o'clock j the morning and would
founder, is resorting to the most BDend more hours in Santa Fe than
vulgar and cheapest form of self-ad- at any otner 8toP between Chicago
vertisement on part of the pastor or and the coast Tn" announcement was
the priest. No congregation likes to repeated; it was given from pulpits
be nagged and scolded each Sunday and in igunday schools : It was brought
on account of political conditions; t0 the attention of various organiza-me- n
want to lay aside their week day tions and individuals and 'only
on Sunday and if they want to terday
again, the New Mexican called
1

'
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peni-dead-

n

dif-tha- n

short-haire-

d

Now-a-day-

pro-tha-

If

tty-e-

yes-duti-

regaie tnemseives wnn narrowing
tales of political wrongdoing,, or so
cial extravagances, they will take a
muck-rakinmagazine, a cigar or a
pipe, and sit down in the cool shade
of their own apple tree on a Sunday
forenoon, and let the women and children fill the pews In the church a

attention to the fact
This morning, when the special
pulled into the depot, outside of the
station employes there was not a
soul at band to greet the visitors; not
inone person to show them
to town or to extend courtesies. At
every other town where they had
block or two away.
stopped, there had been receptions
tendered by big and enthusiastic
Leroy O. Moore, chief of the field delegations; there had been in wait
division of the general land office, in ing automobiles and
carriages; "homes
a communication today, gives the gov- had been thrown open and the glad
activito
ernment side
explain the
hand extended.
ty of special agents investigating
There were among the visitors
abandoned homesteads and bringing
Episcopalian,
Presbyterian, Methoto
is
cancel
entries.
It
proceedings
dist church and Sunday school workshown that the bona fide settler is ers but
until considerable time after
treated with every consideration; the train was at the
depot no one
that every allowance is made for mis- representing these denominations
lofortune, drouth' and untoward circum- cally was at hand. The' visitors, finstances. The entries that are can- ally,
shortly before 9 o'clock, were
celed are those .that have been abantown. The Historical
brought
doned and that should be thrown op- Museum up
was closed, there was no
.
en to entry to bona fide homeseek-ejrsplan or itinerary and the visitors
As a matter of course, the best stood around
until train time, leavland is picked first and generality by ing with the
perhaps, that
those who have a speculative intent Santa Fe is impression,
a dull, uninteresting Tilbeen
Should such land after it has
lage with nothing worth while to
abandoned by a speculator, be closed show
visitors.
to entry forever? The land office The visitors asked for literature
such
entries
merely
by canceling
about Santa Fe. There was none to
makes the land available for the real be had. The fine booklet
put out by
and
bomeseeker and for development,
the New Mexican Printing Company
development rather than absente.e, and the Bureau of Immigration' last
speculative landlordism is what New year, in an edition of 5,000, had be
Mexico wants and needs.
come exhausted several months ago
and since then there has been no ade
Santa Fe will demonstrate that a quate publication at the command of
made
a
safe and sane Fourth can be
the chamber of commerce and indigood deal more Interesting and attrac- viduals.
It is true, the Bureau of
tive than the old, noisy, hullabaloo, Immigration has offered to pay half
kind.
the expense of another edition or of
g
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Yesterday at Pueblo, Colorado, a
prizefighter was arrested to answer
an indictment in New Mexico under
the federal law which is very stringent against prizefighting in the territories. The New Mexican is pleased to note that U. S. District Attorney
David J. Leahy is making an effort to
enforce this law which seems to have
been pretty much of a dead letter of
late years, for the newspapers in both
territories have teemed with what
seemed to be challenges to prizefights especially in such
mining
camps as Dawson, Bisbee, and also in
and
larger towns like Albuquerque
Prescott. It is true, the excuse is
made that these frequent meets, generally Saturday or payday when, plenty of coin is loose for betting and
gambling on the result, are merely
athletic exhibitions, boxing bouts, but
to all intents and purposes they ere
prizefights it seems, gotten up by
sports to lure the coin from the pock
ets of those who are not in with tha
It is a pity that every
promoter.
sport from boxing and baseball to
horse racing and polo, must be made
an excuse for betting and gambling. It
is this, rather than brutality or other
reasons, that have set so many people ainst sport and
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Catron Black.

- $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit -

;
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LUCKY.

"I am afraid," said the doctor, after
he had thumped the gentleman on the
MASONIC.
chest and again and again tried his
Montezuma
Lodge
radicalpulse, "that there is something
No. 1, A. P. & A. M.
ly wrong with your heart. I don't
communi
Regular
want to scare you, but be careful
cation first Monday
about running to catch trains and
of each month at
don't hurry when you go upstairs. If
Masonic - Hall at
are
for
live
careful
you
years.
you may
7.30.
Still, if you have not made your will
H. H. DORMAN,
and arranged your affairs so that they
Master
would be in good condition if you
E. LINNEt. Secfetary.
were suddenly taken off it might be CHAS.
well for you to attend to those matSanta Fe Chapter No.
ters. I would not tell you this if I
1, R. A. M.
Regular
did not feel that It
convocation second
"Thank heaven!"
Monday pf each month
"What do you mean?"
at Masonic Hall a'
"Now, I'll nave an effective excuse
7:30 p. m.
when life Insurance agents come to
JOHN H. WALKER,
see me and I wish to get rid of them
H. P.
in a hurry. Just put it all In writing,
ARTHUR SEL1GMAN, Secretary.
Will you, doc?"

A

was"

Santa Fe Commander.
A Monument Fund.

No. 1. K. T.

gvaaral baakias; business ta all Its branches.
bb terms m all kinds f
personal and collateral secarlty. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks In all markets for its easterners. Bays and seHs domes,
ttoand foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer of
money to all parts of the dvillaed world on as liberal term m
are given by any money transmitins; agency public or private.
Interest allowed a time deposits at the rate of four per cent
per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal advances
made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank
executes all orders of its patrons in the banking ane, and aims
to extend to them a liberal treatment in ail respects, as Is
consistent with safety and the principles of sound banking.
Safety deposit boxes for rent, The patronage of the pobtic Is
respectfully solicited.

;

i
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The Palace Hotel

Regular

William Vaughn, Prop.

the Best Hotels

One of

in

the West

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BATH

Cuisine and
Table Service

.

What can be done aericultiiratlv
under circumstances far more ad
verse than those of New Mexico, in a
state about the size of the onntv nf
Soforro is shown by today's census
crop report for the state of Vermont.
During the census year that state nro.
Stern Father I tell you, Maria, I'm
ciuced crops valued at more than tired of
seeing that young man com
i?16,O00,000
of
which
$11000,000 mg nere two or tnree evenings a
were
forage
almost week. I shall have to sit on him.
crops;
d,U00,000
cereal crops of which
Maria I wouldn't, dad. It would
the value of
corn
was
more be no use. I've done it myself sevthan a million and that of oats even eral times, and I think he rather
greater. Potatoes to the value of likes It
$1,743,049 were raised while even tobacco appears on the list with a cred- A Question Answered.
it of $1.7,146. If Vermont can do that
What's In
much what might not New Mexico
' A klsT
ji
achieve in the same dlrertlnn nr..h
Microbes
And bllas.
its much finer climate, more fertile
,
sou ana greater area?
That's Where.
Bill I see that vaccination Is a vot
Together with Congressman
John
Lamb of Virginia, chairman, a veteran ing qualification in Norway.
Jill And doesn't it make any differ
of General Lee's staff, Delegate W. H.
ence where a man Is vaccinated.
Andrews has been named
"Oh, yes; he's got to be vaccinated
member of every one of the seven subcommittees of the House committee in Norway." Yonkers Statesman.
on agriculture, an honor not accorded
to any of the 20 remaining members
Driving Him.
of the committee.
This enables the
Overdressed Youth I say, my man,
delegate to look out for the interests would you like- - to drive me to Picca
of New Mexico in every measure that dilly?
.
may be pending before the committee
Cabby I shouldn't mind, old sport,
in any shape or form.
only I don't think the 'arness would

Large Sample
Boom for Com
mercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
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.

WASHINGTON AVENUE

Two Blocks From Depot
One Block Wett of Capitol

Capital Hotel

Montezuma Ave.

88

TELEPHONE

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN

OR

ATTRACTIVE DINING
KOOM-Go- od
Service. ,

EUROPEAN PLAN

COURTEOUS TREATMENT
Proprietor, Mrs. L. C. KENNEDY. Santa Fe, N. M

.

Homestead

No.

2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Meets
Second
and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G.

Richie,

Sec.

Mrs.

Farmer.

iMONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM,

THOS. DORAN

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

Coronado. Restaurant
Short Orders run Day & Night. Regular Meals 25c.
M 4 Cold

Furnished rooms in connection.
222 San Francisco

::

Street

Cor.

Baths.

Electric Lights

G. LUPE HERRERA,

::

Prop.

Daisy

'Santa Fe Camp
13514,

bors welcome.

N.

W.

A.

meets second Tues
day, each month, so
cial meeting third
Tuesday' at Elks
Hall. Visting Beleh.
'a

A. G. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

The New MexftaO TTJntn
pan; bas prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of )a
tices of the peace. They are especially ruled, with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made el
good record paper, strongly and durably bound, with leather back and
covers and canvas sides, hall full
index ln front and the fees of Justice!
ot the peace and constables printed
ln full on the 3rtt page; - The pages
are 10
lnehet.Thoso books ar
fit yet.
made np In dvO ant criminal dockets!
separate ot 3 paces each, or with
The Reason.
both civil and criminal bound in one
Mrs. Jones Mrs. Meyers says that book, 80 pases civil and 820 pages
she was told by a lady the other night criminal. To introduce them they ar
that she was beautiful.
offered at the following prices
Mrs. Smith Urn I see; somebody Civil or Criminal ....;
S2.7E
wanted to borrow her shirt waist pat Combined Civil and Crin-ln. . 4.00
tern."
For 45 cents additional tor a singli
docket, or 65 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will, be sent
Nothing Unusual.
"A man was robbed while riding In by mail or prepaid express. Cash la
full must aocompany order. Stats
a tazicab the other day."
plainly whether Bngllsh fr Spanish
"Did he seem surprised
.
printed heading is wanted. .4
"Yes."
"He must be a greenhorn."
weLl.
Tit-Bit- s.

f

Colorado, who succeeded R. M.
TO AND FROM ROB
formerly of this eitv.
ha.
evolved a brilliant Idea. He advocates
A Glided Youth.
Connections made with Automobile
tne building of a tent over each fruit
"Son attending to business pretty line at
Vaughn for Roswsn, daily.
tree ln the Grand Valley to protect it regularly since be started in?"
l
Automobile leaves Vaughn for
from frost. Just think of the
once
or
twice
so.
has
Only
"Fairly
at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at
impetus
that it will mean for the ancient and he failed to get to the office ln time to
at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
honorable trade of tent makers.
go to the matinee."
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
'are between Santa F and Torrance
The Albuquerque papers advertise
is $5.80 and between Torrance and
His Thought Exactly.
"pictures taken at Santa Fe" on exhi"How did he make such a hit with Roswell no. Reserve seats on ant
bition at the Airdome. Santa Fe is Agnes Maude T"
mobile by .wir.J. w.
ockard. (
:
; , ...i
being advertised on all sides and it
"Every tlmekhe said "Dear me!' he
is up to Santa Fe to follow un this ad
If you want .anything en with-t-ry
aid 1 agree with you.'" .
a New atextcaa Want A4.
vantage
Har-ding- e,

.Transects

!

Fraternal Societies

Mor-gan-

The section director of the TJ. S.
weather bureau at Grand Junction,

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW KEXICO: ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

INVESTMENTS.- -

Have Moved Their Offices

CasMer.

OF SANTA FE.

Santa Fe. New Mexico

INSURANCE

J. B. read. Cashier,
P. McKANE. Assistant

tt,

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

COMPANY

E
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The meanest man in town having
conclave fourth Mondied and been duly buried, a bunch
in
each
month at
day
of his late, acquaintances and neighMasonic Hall at 7:30
bors were discussing the kind of
p. m.
party he was.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
"We ought to raise a fund to build W. E. GRIFFIN, Kecorder.
him a monument," one man suggested.
"Rats!" chorused the crowd in proSanta Fe zxdge of
test. "Who'd give anything to build
Perfection No. 1, 14th
him a monument?"
degree. Ancient and Acwould," insisted the
"Everybody
cepted Scottish Rite of
GOOD ROADS IN TAOS.
first speaker. "We'd raise it by un
Free Masonry meets on
Iippinoott's.
The Taos Valley News is anxious popular subscription."
the third Monday of each month
that its county should lift itself out
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
of the old rut as Santa Fe county has
Not as Bad as It Might Have Been. Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
done and begin systematic road build
"Why are you so bitter ln your op- Visiting fcotish Rite Masons are cor
ing. If any county needs good roads position to Burgess?"
dially invited to attend.
and would profit by them it is Taos,
S. SPITZ, 31
"Well, he's been talking about me
and unless the board of county com- behind my .back."
Venerable Master.
missioners falls in line, that county
"What has he said about you?"
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
will find itself falling far behind, in
"He told one of my warmest friends
Secretary.
the march of progress. Sooner or la- - that he regarded me as a man of one
Idea."
tax
the
ter,
B. P. O. E.
payers, of course, will
"Was that all he said?"
have to pay for good roads anyway,
Santa Fe Lodge No.
"Wasn't that enough?"
and the burden will prove much
460, B. P. O. E. holfls
"He might have gone further and
Its regular session on
lighter if e systematic start is made
said that your one Idea was yourself."
now. Says the Taos News:
the second and fourth
"Taos county is still clinging to the
of each
Wednesday
old system, with the result that the
month. Visiting brothA Knotty Problem.
roads here are a disgrace to a people
ers are Invited and
"Yes, sir! The question is; What
who make a pretence to civilization
welcome. would this country do without
CARL A. L. BISHOP.
Money paid out of the pockets of the
'
tax payers is absolutely wasted, and
Exalted Ruler.
"No, that Isn't It. In the present Im- J. D. SENA,
not a semblance of result shows poverished condition ot countries
Secretary.
ln
from what is, in effect, a donation general, the
question is: What would
to somebody, who is out of pocket Morgan do without this one?" Life.
money and wants to recoup.
Some
citizens are called on for the road tax
NOT EASILY CRUSHED.
and some are not. It is the most
harum scarum, old fashioned, absurd
way of conducting public
business,
that is still in vogue anywhere outside
Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. holds
of Egypt or Patagonia, or some out of
its regular session at 8 p. m. Meeting
the way place where progress has
first and third Friday. Visiting Broth
never been heard of. Any change is
era are always welcome.
looked upon as first move toward de
GEO. W. PRTfiWAPTl
structlon.
1
New Mexico is taking advanced
President
C. J. NEIS,
steps in good road building in many
counties of the territory. Would
Secretary.
that Taos would get a move on, and
F. W. FARMER
step into the procession."

"Gambling which is my business,
you know," said a man in jail at Denver for the murder of his wife, "is
poor all over the country. We gamblers are all broke..? My friends have
no money." This speaks well for
Pudhc sentiment throughout the United States. The ordinary gambler is
passing out of existence just as
will other outcast employments
that
make their followers pariahs among
men.
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UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

&

PERSONAL

CAPITAL $50,000.00
Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
B. lAUGHUN, President .
W. E. GRIFFIN,

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,

Asst. Cashier

1

INSURANCE
Boiler)

Real Estate
(City

Property-Ranch-

etc. Renting)

es

Surety Bonds

MENTION

lessened.
The company has bought a controlling interest in tho Federal Union
Surety Company of Indianapolis, Indiana, this company not being authorized to transact business in New

J

Mrs. Walter will not be at home tomorrow.
Mrs. A. B. Renehan will not be at
home tomorrow.
Mrs. Spitz, East Palace avenue,
will not be at home tomorrow.
Thomas Calkins, a cigar salesman
of Denver, is at the Palace.
H. H. Linde, a shoe salesman of St.
Louis, is at the Palace.
Dr. W. S. Harroun will leave tomorrow fop. Berkeley. California.; ,
Manuel B. Otero, deputy postmaster of Santa Fe, has gone to the Val'
ley Ranch for a vacation.
O. M. Lorensori. of Butte. Montana,
is at the Coronado hotel.
Dan Russell and other members of
the Matinee Girl Company, are registered a the Palace hotel.
Mrs. Palen and Mrs. Moulton will
not be at home tomorrow, Wednesday

y.

M.

PAUe. FIVE

MILLINERY

BARGAINS

OFF

ONE THIRD

Mexico.

The abrupt closing of the examina- On
Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veils
tion was sufficient cause for immedThis Month Only.
iate revocation of th comnanv's au
.
but
as
the
officers
of the com
thority
pany stated mat they would immedi
A. MUGLER
ately withdraw they were allowed to
take sucn action.
South-Eas- t
Corner Plaza
The action of certain officers and
the general way in which the business
Was handled was certainly far from
the way in which the affairs of an j tana, where the buyers are chiefly at
insurance company should be con-- w ork, growers are getting 18 to 181-- 2
with small record sales at 19. The
ducted.
The company' has no policy holders goods market remains in an unset
tied condition with worsted? mills curin New Mexico.
tailing heavily.

AISS

Shirt Waist Bargain

'-

;

Variety of material style and design
never showi) before in the city.
$1.25 and $1.50 special while they last

1

LIVELY REBOUND ON
THE WHEAT MARKET.

SEVERAL

95c

KILLED BY
FIRE AT ALBANY.

Corn Was Firm, Oats Went Up, but (By Hpecial Leased Wire to New Mexican)
afternoon.
Provisions Were Weak the
Albany, X. Y., - June 13. A fire
R. V. La Dow and Sewald Key of
Stocks Were Fluctuating.
which destroyed the building of the A
Washington, D. C, are at the Monte- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Albany Chemical Works in the Bouth
.
zuma hotel.
There was a end of the city this afternoon reached
Chicago, June
Traveling Passenger Agent W. D. lively rebound in the wheat market to one of the tanks of the Texas Oil
Shea left for the Estancla Valley on
day, following yesterday's Temarka-bl- e Company nearby and caused an ex- business last night.
drop. The fact that foreign ex- plosion in which several persons are
Attorney F. E. Wood of Albuquer changes were unaffected by the weak- reported to have been killed.
que, is in Santa Fe. He was a mem ness here had a
Five or six persons are reported to
reassuring effect.
ber of the constitutional convention.
to 87
started' at 8G
a have been killed in the explosion. The
July
Miss Ollie Nold, a resident of Mexof
to
reacted to fire at 3 oclock was reported under
ico City. Mexico, arrived in Santa Fe gain
control.
8fi
and then rose to 87.
and
is
at
hotel.
the Palace
yesterday
Corn showed a moderate degree of
sue Is on her way east.
firmness. July opened unchanged to
Your Neighbors Exeprtence
'
L. E. Andrews, the iewelrv sales
cent up at 54
to 54
touched How you may profit by it. Take Foky
man of Chicago, Is at the Montezuma.
51
and recovered to 54
Mrs. E. G. Whiting,
Kidney Pills.
B. D. Dixon representing the Texas
Oats were bullishly affected by the SCO Willow street, Ackron, O., says:
Oil Company and traveling out of El
continued absence of rain. July start- - "Fnr nnnw timo - hn.l ua v.i.v
cn.....
IVIJ DllliUS
Paso, Is in the city.
to
to 38
up at 3S
and case of kidney trouble and I suffered
Mrs. ' L. Bradford Prince left this ed
wun oacKacnes ana aizzy Headaches.
morning on the flyer for Albuquerque, rose to us
Provisions weakened by a decline In I had specks floating before ny eyes
Where she will address the Daughters
and I felt all tired out and miserable.
of the American Revolution at the price of hogs. 'First sales were 2
5 cents to 22
down with Septem- I saw Foley Kidney Pills advertised
Flag. Day celebration, tomorrow.
to and got a bottle and took taem ac
Miss Ruth Green who has been at- ber delivery 15.00 for pork; 8.27
for lard apd 8.12
to 8.171-cording to directions and results
tending school in Albuaueroue. Is 8.32
showed almost at once. The pain and
home for the holidays and is visiting for ribs .
Wall Street.
dizzy headaches left me, my eyesight
ner sister, Mrs. Harney on West Pal
wuuv
ace avenue.
"
iscuuiuuvt; is- - became clear and today I can say I
. .
- r
TTnitoH Qtato
am a well woman, thanks to Foley
!8ues nnrtinnlarlv
iLu
i" i muvutwu
'
vir&yr presiaent OI
the University of New Mexico, has showed the effects of considerable Kidney Pills. For sale by all
been honored by being elected a mem-- ! Pressure, and some liquidation under
ber of the Royal Society of Art of;cover of a buying movement in the
Great Britain, a distinction which coppers took place on the stock mar- Trade conditions,, which
today.
rarely falls to an American.
I. G. Rawson of
French, flnlfair'are reported as beine better than fnr
COTTON.'
county, has takMt a position in the some time past, were used as a ba
sis for the buying of copper shares.
comnnsfnp' rnnm Tif iha
Liverpool, Eng., vJune 13. Closing
Mr. Rawson has a farm at French and Reports that the United States
steei cotton spot dull. Prices 3 points highcame io wew Mexico from Watkins corporation will shortly
announce er; American middling fair 8.91; good
Glen, New York, but is originally large orders for rails arrested the
middling 8.59; middling
low
8.37;
Boston.
cline in that stock.'
middling 8.17; good ordinary 7.91; orx
The Rev. F. W. Pratt, formerly min- -'
The market as a whole was even dinary 7.66; sales 4,000 bales.
ister in charge of the Church of the more fluctuating than usual. The
WORTH WEIGHT IN GOLD.
Faith, the pulpit of which hejeoverey in prices which followed the
will .fill this summer, is here from
Abingdon, Va. Mrs. Jennie McCall,
opening decline was short lived ' the
of
Carlsbad. He arrived at noon and was list receding slowly to about
'
the bledthis place, says, "I had been trou-met at the station by Dr. W. S. Har-- J earlier low
with female complaints, for ov-- j
level
Great Northern and International er ten years. I could not walk or!
stand on my feet and had been al-- i
Lehlghton, Harvester lost a point
most confined to the house, for a! K
Pennsylvania, who arrived in Santa! Bonds were easier.
to
long time. I began to take Cardui,
"U8 Conserv?.
Reserve,
the
now
woman's
and
I
pected to remain in Santa Fe only a
tonic,
can( K
K
walk anywhere want to go. Cardulj
are so delighted with
dlVidend la is wortn Its
mate, people and attractions that they LasLd t
weight in gold." This is
conserve cash resources and a
have rented part of the Hogle cottaee'F
high estimate on a plain, herb
the
remafn
t0
on the south .id and
ability
1
yet there are thousands of
own bond interest and the medicine,
remalnjmeet
for the summer
women who would gladly pay this
on
bonds
guarantee
of the Western
iv. a ivi
a icuieuj lu relieve lueir wy
' 01 Albua.uerque, Pacific railway which the Denver & ii
Cardul has helped others.!
one of the most noted surgeons of the Rio
'
suffering.
Grande controls
.
Vmir
Why not vnu? Trv ft
southwest, was hurriedly called to,
Cose
is trona
sells it, in $1 bottles.
Santa Fe last evening on account of; New
gists
ome
York, June
of the
thC condltIon! copper stocks were
wml
a high
pushed
of
.
G. Sarsrent
.
wtinm
.u.
'
icv ci uul iue general market did
Dr. .Cornish operated upon
a few not. vary much. After'
the
ago. inquiry this morning at ment of the
The Pathway to the
of the Denverl
passing
v
the Sanitarium broueht the elan
r,s urauue
closed
preierrea
that she is much imnroved nnrt i
."'cu
.
naa risen to
CDlcIua' alJ
broke to hehwr 60 after the
i
t.hed?'t0r feels
"
"c
v"ie recovery, news was out SMftmarket rinscA
Is most

Special line of Sailor Collars
Color and style to fit any waist

Special 35c

'

I

C. WATSON & CO.

4

we can please youwhat
ever you may want

8

2

Offices
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San Francisco
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Santa Fe, New Mexico
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immense line
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The Ideal Brass Bed- - ;

2

stead
Colonial in Style,
Substantially Built
and Beautiful to look
at Call to see it at
Our Store. We also
have the "tusculum"
porch shades and
bamboo ' curtains
the very thing to
keep one cool these
warm days.
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MARKET REPORT

kt

A fine

assortment of
for the babies
has also arrived.
ts

i

I

FURNITURE CO.

AKERS-WAGN- ER

(

2

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

For Rent oivSale

i

Modern five room briclC cottage. Well located,
good yard, some fruit trees. Inquire before too
"

.

A"

late
Phone Black No. 52

Phone Black

k

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

No.

Insurance Agency.

DOVS! B ere the Shoe that
Captured the Country!
mJ

Here's the shoe you have been reading so much about
in the magazines tlie "Boy Scout" the shoe that has
taken the country by storm. ' Never has a shoe created
so rough excitement never has a shoo created such a
sudden tremendous demand as the great "Boy Scout"
Shoe now in town and ready tor your inspection

.

Ban-631--

The soles are made from Elk Sole 'Leather the toughest and best sole
leather there is. Our secret process
of tannage makes them wear from two
to three times as tongas' Common soles. " ''
And they're the best shoe you could
get for your feet,
for growing feet and feel "
fine the minute yon put them on. The
uppers are made from Elk Skin Leather
and are as soft as gloves. ?bere
are so linings to rip apart tear
v "
1
-

J ILUCK

Drugstore

oo-w-an-

frequently
trodden by those

1.

The

j

Wool

Market

whose scientific

Boston, Mass., June 13. While the
wool market has been . rather quiet
(Continued From Page One.)
during the last week, there has been
derstood that similar action was tak-- ' a fair movement ln 'wool at last week's
' yuwB.
en with all the states in which
jouying oi tne new ciin In tlie
it was west
nas grown a little less active
Dtisines8.
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This' action on the nart nt tha nm. but prices are unchanged.
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knowledge of medi- cinal chemicals is
slight. The Drug- gists themselves are
largely dependent
upon the manufac- turer for the quality
of chemicals dispensed. For that
reason, we use
Squibbs Chemicals
only, to Safeguard
our Customers as
well as Ourselves.
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First Class Work Guaranteed

Phenomena Baritone

s

The Biggest and Best of the Season.
REDUCED PRICES

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
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25c 50c 75c

No Sweat Shop Goods

j

For Saturday, June 10

4

4
.

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.
1

OH

YOUJUNE

If You Need a Weeding

Present

COME TO SEE US:

New, live patterns of Sterling Silver
Chippendale
Apollo patterns.
We Solicit Your Inspection.
lellaWe

DAY

Street

Shelsea

JewH. C. YONTZ,

FOR

UP

THOSE

DARK

rianta

THAT

SUMMER
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Stet

AND

PLACES

Fe Water and Light Companjg

OUTING

and Full Assortment of loiqne San Jnan Potter)
Artistic
Latest in Hand Color- Framing.
ing Post Cards.

New
(

'

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
Street

NIGHT
SOLE AGENTS
FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling- - Irons
Electric Chaflnp; . Dishes
Electric' Tea Pots

and

'".(

MEXICAN HATS

San Francisco

Electric Irons That Stay Hot

Water Heaters and Percolaters

1

PATTERNS

Sai Francisco

Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store
Saturday Morning.

WIRE

. ,

Electric Toasters

M

VVi

large line of 5nappy up to date

4
4

SOLE AGENTS
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Billie Byrne
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The company was nnthnrh
12
number of states anij 'nrmii.j ui.
Colon-Oli- ve,
Tan H an aumonzea capital of ten million
dollars to guarantee bank deposits.
and Black
After the examination had proceeded about ten days tha examiners were
.r
a iwaja neiiaoie''
4
advised by the vice president oi the
AND- 4
DRUGGISTS
that
company
had
bethey
decided
to
your stockings and haft your feet.
4
THE MATlltEE GIRL
come
a
.
.
comnanv
Scouts"
and
are
the
coolest
holding
imiIh
"Boy
s
4
most healthful shoes yott could buy.
that therefor it was not necessary to!
V
Phone
Red 58 4
Phone
The soles are put on so good you
lit
Nifht
Coiop
resume
or continue t the vAUMttunuuui
can't pull them loose no matter now
4
The examination .as far as it had
rough you are.
Chnw
about them, boys.
Just tell yourfo-tkDIK
left the. company about
onK
proceeded
They'll want you to have a pair.
$40,000 surplus but it it had been comThe Dresden Doll Chorus
Maybe your pa will want a pair. too.
Ask him to bring ott in and look at
pleted there Is no doubt that this
them himself. He'llc be just as deamount would have been considerably All The
Song Hits of 191 1 CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
lighted as you are.
"You sret a Swastika"
EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION
Good "Luck Charm
KTJL withevervDsirof'Bor
SIGN WRITING
-::
Evosy We.-

Scout" Shoes yon buy, And it's a dandy. Looks something
like the Dicture in the corner of this ad. only it is brhrfct
and shiny, like a gold piece and it stays bright, too. Makes
fine prize for winners of ball games, races, etc.
"Boy Scouts" are selling fast. Better call right away; if
have.. to wait until we can send for more.
yon don't
...you'll
...
.
M
.., ...

.

WE HAVE FRESH CONSIGNMENTS

.

nnrm

.

These goods are used in all the Harvey Hotels, the Frisco
System, and most of the large hotels in the country. If it
PAYS THEM to use this line it certainly will PAY YOU

i
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Wonders for lively Boys
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WE SELL CHASE AND SANBORN'S
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STARTLING

'Boy Scoots" are the "classiest" shoes ever
tnsde for rough and tumble wear. jThey outwear
two or tnree pairs ot ordinary snoes. jusi me
ticket tor oaseDau, running, jumping or
anv outdoor sport. ,very Doy who nas
seen them is crazy for a pair, i
ft. '
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L SERVICE

It is 'the duty of every expectant

mother to prepare her system for the
comiug of her little one ; to avoid as
far as possible the suffering of such
GENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
and endeavor to pass
accasions,
(Read Up)
In effect Sept, 1st 1910
through the crisis with her health
(Head Down)
and strength unimpaired.
This she
20
STATION'S
19
may do through the use of Mother's
IU
4 00
Friend, a remedy that lias been so
Lv Des Moines. N. .M...Ar
0
7 30
3 50
Kumaldo..-in use, and accomplished so
7 40
4
long
3
30
Dedman
11
05
much good, that it is in no sense an
3 15
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Capullu
8
3 05
VtBll
20
35
lixperiment, but a preparation which
8 60
2 45
Thompson
25
It
2
25
always produces the bi;st results.
10
31
CunninghamN.M
1
56
is for exurni.l application and so pen.OliftOD House
42
9 35
1 30
T,y
10 00
49
Raton, N. M
etrating in its catuie as io thoroughly
Ar 10 15
Raton, N.M
,.Lv
2 30
lubricate every muscle, nerve and ten9 49
Ollfton House N' M.. ..
2 47
don involved during the period before
9 32
Preston. ......
48
3 07
8 55
65
.Koehler Junction.
3 45
It aids nature by exbaby comes.
9 05
.Koehler.. .
3 35
panding the skin and tissues, relieves
8 20
iiOolfax
68
4 15
tenderness and soreness, and perfectly
8 02
Oerrosoao
76
4 43
7 45
Lv
82
Cimarron
Ar
6 00
prepares the system for natural and
6
m
a
35
Ar
Lv
Cimarron
6 10
Mother's Friend
safe motherhood.
6 27
C
Nash
6 18
6 17
been used and endorsed by thouHarlan
has
5 23
8 00
94
Ute Park, N. M...Lv
Ar
6 45
sands of mothers, and its use will
pm
pm
prove a comfort and a benefit to any
woman in need of such, a remedy.
dOonneots at Colfax with K. P. & S. W'. Ry. train both NorthSand'Soutb.lf
Mother's Friend
SStage for Van Houten N, M, meets trains at Preston N.IM.I
Stage leaves Ute Park. X, M.,for Elizabethtown, X. M., at 9;00 a. m, daily except is sold at dmg
tlfty pound baggaxe earrted free.
stores. Write for
undsys. Fare fa.uo one way $3.50 round trip
. for tlie soutb at 11:11 p. m. arrives from (the
O. A S. train leaves Des Mclnes, N,
free book for
tb at 4:38 a. m.
expectant mothers, which con
F. M WILLIAMS,
VAN HOUTEN,
C. G. DEDMAN,
tains much valuable information.
G.
&
P.
G. M.,
V. P.
Agent,
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atlanta, Co.
Superintendent

Elimination
tinctions

of False Dis
Between Sacred and Secular

From Santa Fe

To

a p, Bisbee,

and ail points ia Htm Mm.
tea, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Taeaca

EAST

THE

OR

BEST
ROUTE

Far rates and full information address

EUGENE FOX, a.Elp.Paso Texas.

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
VIA

piO GRANDE;
(Scenic Line of

the World)

ROUND TRIP FROM SANTA FE
-- TO-

Atlantic City
Chicago
Colo.

Springs

Detroit
Pueblo
St. Louis
St. Paul

$ 85.35
$ 50.35
$ 18.15
$ 21.10

Denver

$ 60.35
$ 16.35

y

Santa Fe, N. M., June 12.
Today marked the commencement
of the second week of the institute.
The teachers have the work well In
band, and will endeavor to put in a
very profitable week.
Miss Annie Mae Flowers was comher
pelled, owing to the death of
brother, to leave for her home in
the institute
She will
in about a week.
Miss Antonia Silva, who with her
brother, Jose Silva, taught the schools
at Torreon, Torrance county, and who
gave entire satisfaction, so much so,
that they have been asked to return
next term, is enrolled at the institute.
Miss Silva is an applicant for a second grade certificate, and judging
from her earnestness, will no doubt
secure it. Miss Silva is very popular
with her school and patrons.
Mrs. M. C. Navarro, formerly of
Los Angeles. Cal.. bui, at present a
guest of friends at Alcalde, Rio Arri
ba county, has written Superintend'
ent Conway, that she will, without
doubt, enroll for the last two weeks
of the institute. Mrs. Navarro taught
year before last at Lamy, and last
year was principal of the Galisteo
schools, and gave entire satisfaction
She is one of the hardest workers
among Santa Fe teachers, and her
school work is always first class.
Miss Flossie Sanford is one of the
progressive teachers now attending
the institute. Miss Sanford graduated
from the high school at La Junta,
Colo., and last year had charge of the
primary grades of the Madrid schools.
She gives promise of becoming
first class teacher, and a few months'
experience will bring this about.
Sixto Garcia is another of the old
teachers now attending the institute
Mr. Garcia is determined' to secure
certificate, and is working hard to'
ward that end. He has been offered
a position, provided he receives bis

$ 44.35
$ 50.35

CorrespondinlyjLow Rates to AH Other Points
On Sale Daily
June 1 to September 30, Limit October 31
Tickets and Reservations at

New Mexican' Building or Union Depot

.PROFESSIONAL

WILLIAM McKEAN

CARDS

Attorney-at-La-

Mining

Taos,

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

and Land

Law.
New Mexico.

PROBERT & COMPANY
Investments
Attorneys-at-LaLai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Practice in tie Distri t Court as
Money Loaned for Investors
well as before the Supreme Court of
We have for sale general stocks of
'the territory.
New Mexico. Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard
Las Cruces,
and other Business Opportunities
throughout Taos county.
C. W. G. WARD
Bank References Furnished.
Attorn
Territorial District
y
New Mexico.
For San Miguel and Mora Counties Taos,
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Physician and Surgeon.
Veterinary
Chas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley.
Graduate of McKillep's Veterinary
EASLEY & EASLEY.
College of Chicago.
. Attorneys at Law.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Practice in th courts and before
Dentistry a Specialty
Land Department.
Office: East side of plaza, corner
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-ci- o Frisco and Slielby Sts.
Phone Red 138.
N. M.
HOLT & SUTHERLAND

'

a,

KARL FLEISCHER
Artis
Practice In the District and Su- 134 Calle, de Vargas
Santa Fe, N. M.
.v
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention given to all business.
Herewith are some bargains offered
New Mexico
Banta Fe.
by the New Mexican Printing com'
HARRY D. MOULTON
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
hound, II; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Attorney-at-LaPleading forms, 15; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
Santa Fe, N. M.
English and Spanish pamphlets, 2.25;
full leather S3. Sheriffs Flexible
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty Cover Pocket Dockets, single. 11.25;
two or mere books, $1 each.
New
4
G. W. PR1CHARD
Supreme Court Reports, No
-' , Attorney and Counsellor at Law
3 aad 10 inclusive, $3.30 each.
Com
Practloe In all the District Court pilatlon Corporation Lavs, 76 e. Com
and gives special attention to cases pilation Mining Laws, 0 e Money's
before the Territorial Supreme Court Digest of New Mexico Reports. fuV
Off ce: Ltufblln Blk, Santa Fe, N. M sheep, 16.50; full list school blanks.
E. C. ABBOTT

Attorney-at-La-

;

at

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Boston, Mass., June ID. "Occupa
tion disease," was the subject of an
address by Dr. Alice Hamilton, of
Hull House, Chicago, at the sectional
meeting of the National Conference of
Charities and Corrections in Kings-leHall today.
Delegates at a section meeting in
Chapman Hall discussed the question
of state supervision of charities.
The Church in Social Work.
Other forenoon meetings consider
ed the wayward children of rural com
munities; special types of church
work in social reforms; remedial loan

COUNTY INSTITUTE NOTES.

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

THE

ference.

mm

ASK FOR TICKETS

IN

Discussions and Addresses
Boston Charities Con-

MQTHEIK

:

TUESDAY, JUNE 13, 1911.

and do in the future anything like
what it has done in the past, it must
adapt itself to the new situation. The
simple organization with the preacher or priest, the person or parson
adapted to the simple life of the village or small community is not adapted to the complicated and highly orcities.
ganized life of our modern
There is something pathetic in the
way great parishes search the world
over for men to fill their pulpits, going on with the same methods and
never realizing that the world has
changed. We need today a new diaconate, not a new apostate; a body
of men and women trained and equip
ped to organize the parish for social
service and to lead in this service.
The church should be furnishing
trained workers to the charities and
public committees of the community,
and not wait to have those workers
drafted from the churches."
Address of Dr. Alice Hamilton.
Boston, June 13. "That very little
is known in the United States about
industrial diseases is partly due to

The Human Heart
The heart is a wonderful double pump, through the
action of which the blood stream is kept sweeping
round and round through the body at the rate of seven
miles an hour. " Remember this, that our bodies
will not stand the strain of
k
without good,
pure blood any more than the engine can run smooth-l- y
without oil." After many years of study in the
active practice of medicine, Dr. R. V. Pierce found
that when the stomach was out of order, the blood
impure and there were symptoms of general breakdown, a tonic made of the glyceric extract of certain
roots was the best corrective. This he called
over-wor-

-

WORK

.

M--

M.

Mor-iart-

agencies for family rehabilitation;
the training of social workers and the
different phases of housing problems.
Boston,
Junt 13.
ueiween religion and social service
and elimination of the false distinc
tion between secular and sacred in
community work," said the Rev.
John Howard Melish of the Church
of the Holy Trinity of Brooklyn in
an address before the National Con
ference of Charities and Correction
here this morning, "is one of the
deeply felt needs of today."
Tl'k
wuat our age needs, is unity in
tne service of the community on the
part of all the forces working for the
The church should not
community.
compete with other organizations,
forming agencies of its own to do
similar service, as is the policy of
one great denomination; it should co
operate with other organizations; it
suuHiu recognize love, cnanty, serv
ice wherever they are found in a
charitable, labor union, or a socialis
tic propaganda
as evidences of the
Spirit.
If now the church is to go forward
into this new era of set tneptJW
1.

Plays

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

one-ce-

cloth-boun-

,

Hotel Arrivals.
Palace.

Luna Faucette, La, Colo.; Thomas
Calkins, Charles Atchison, Denver.
Miss Allie Nold, "Mexico City; Buena
Davis, Hazel McCann, Mr. and Mrs.
Russell, Grace Whiting, Maude West,
Anna Murphy, Frank De Aately, William Gross of the Matinee Girl Company, Charles Sutherland, Long Island; H. H. Linde, St. Louis; R. Me
Millan, Santa Fe; Thomas W.
Las Vegas; Charles A. Carruth,
city.
Montezuma.
A. J. Casner, O. F. Tiffany, Denver;
R. V. La Dow, Sewald Key, Washington, D. C; W. G. Avery, City; L. F.
Smith, Vaughn; M. A. Ross, Albuquer
que; L. E. Andrews, Chicago; J. M.
Hartley, Buckman; A. L. Kayler, W.
E. Wood, Albuquerque; Theodore E.
Bancroft, New York; F. P. Kahnt, A.
W. McDaniel, Denver; E. D. Dixon,
City; H. F. Kern, Denver; A. A.
South Carolina; Rose C. Bell,
Coffeyville, Kas.; J. R. Boon, St.
Louis; M. S. Schutt, Albuquerque; C.
B. Kinslow, Arkansas City, Arkansas;
B. S. Schutte, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Coronado.
Billie Byrne, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Clifford, Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Wood,
City; Paul Metzelodt, Hodges; Frank
Eckberg, City; D. Lord, City; O. M.
Lorensen, Butte, Mont.

the fact that many ot the most un- healthf ul trades employ newly arrived
immigrants who are unknown to the
community in which they live," said
Dr. Alice Hamilton of Philadelphia,
in an address before the National
conference of Charities and Correc
tion this morning. Dr. Hamilton cited the exhaustive study of the match
industry made last year as the only
scientific inquiry of this kind to have
been completed in this country. Con
tinuing, she said, "There is a wide
spread but erroneous belief that our
country suffers less from trade diseases than the older countries. The

Illinois commission on Occupational
Diseases, which made an investiga
tion last year into the poisonous
trades, found that there is much lead
poisoning in Illinois, more than in
the same trades in England and Europe; they found that the employers
are usually not aware of sickness
among their men, and that the workmen are often quite ignorant of the
dangers to which they are exposed.
The commission had great difficulty
in obtaining information. Physicians,
hospital officials, insurance companies, and employers were for the most
part unable to give accurate detailed information."
The fact that trades involving the
use of poisonous substances employ
many persons and that the suffering
and the economic loss following in- SPECIAL AGENTS ARE ACTIVE.
dustrial poisoning is great was urged as the reason for other states to
(Continued From Page One.)
conduct inquiries similar to the one
vides that leave of absence may be
made in Illinois.
Cle-ond-

- Players

e
Jackson as Clotilde, an actress;
Ray, as Katie Rooney, and Hazel
MoCann as Mrs. Mooney. Paul
was a dashing adventurer, Booth
Mar-jori-

Gif-for-

Tonight at the Elks' theater: "The He is the Musical Cnmprfv vih tho
Silent Partner." Curtain at 8:30.
music left
vun. v uim v
J.w
to laugh; to hear him talk was to
The Matinee Girl Company opened scream.
a three night's engagement at the
William Gross as Louis Swartz was
Elks' theater last night with "A also exceedingly clever in the Dutch
Out"
and it took Santa Fe by comedian role. His roll or thrill of
Night
storm. The storm consisted of gales the "r" was a side
splitter every time,
of laughter every twenty seconds for
Billie
as Leonore, Swartz's
over two hours. Yes. it was ouite a wife VinflByrne
th c,rHo
Li
storm'
til "she" removed "her" wig. In "biient Partner."
Dan Russell as Michael Mooney was voice and
On Wednesday night the company
stage presence she was
the fat man and a fat man was he. the elephantine type of woman and will present "The Matinee Girl."
He was excruciatingly funny in looks, she made a
great hit.
in gesture, in sneech and in snns.
Th nti.or. h,...t.. .
If you want anything on earth
trj
a New Mexican Want Ae,
-

The woman of today who has good
health, good temper, good sense,
bright eyes and a lovely complexion,
the result of correct living and. good
digestion, wins the admiration of the
If your digestion is faulty
world.
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets will correct it. For sale by
all dealers.

California
Excursions,
June

5, 6, & 10 to 22,

(tlE
70 5an Diego or
P tltJ.-V-

Los Angeles

U

San Francisco
or Oakland

Cl
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Sept. 15th,

I

Illustrated Literature by
Applying to

S. Lutz, Agent,

H.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

Summer
TOURIST

Rates
EFFECTIVE JUNE 1st,
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From

Santa Fe,

N. M.
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F. S. Rexford, 615 New York Life
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo., says: "I had
a severe attack of a cold which set
tied in my back and kidneys and 1
was in great pain from my trouble.
A friend recommended Foley Kidney
Pills and I used two bottles of them
and they have done me a world of
For sale by all druggists.
good."

would consequently retard the development of New Mexico just bo long.
I trust you will give this article
the same publicity as yours of June
8, 1911, and would be glad at any
time to inform you, upon request, of
conditions this office is more or less
conversant with.
Very respectfully,
LEROY O. MOORE,
Chief of Field Division,

by name.
C 1A
The girls in the chorus were pretty
WO.LV
good tookds, Wit hshpely ankles
to make up for what they lacked In
Going and returning via direct lines,
sweetness of voice.
CCC AA Portland and return
Miss Grace Whiting as piano ao
via direct lines,
companiste lent sympathetic support pOi),VJ
All in all, Santa Fe seemed to en
J?0 Going one way via
joy tne snow from curtain to cup
San Francisco
tain and those who do not go to
the dance tonight will likely see the
Return limit
1911

plenty of time.
Ernest V. Digneo, of this city, en
rolled at the institute this morning,
Mr. Digneo is well known to
the

brave. We hope you will be with us
soon.
With Jove and kindest wishes, from
THE INSTITUTE.
MISS SANFORD,
MISS PALMER,
MRS. WAFFENSMITH,
Committee.

secured at any time without cost,
when crop failure is alleged.
As seven years are given entry-me- n
within which to submit proof
on their entries, it will thus be seen
there is no way in which the lands
included within abandoned or fraudulent entries may be thrown open to
the actual homebuilders in New Mexico without private vcontest proceedings, at an expense to the party desiring to file thereon, or without pro- -

Hay-war-

certificate .
Superintendent John V. Conway to
day notified the teachers that he had
srft apart Monday, June 26th, to be
School Directors Day," and that he
had addressed a circular letter to all
directors, urging them to be present
at the high school building on that
date. The meeting has been called
for the purpose of personally acquainting the directors with the teachers
now in attendance at the institute.
and in order to give them an oppor
tunity to secure qualified teachers in

teachers, and very popular. He is
surely welcome to the circle.
Saturday morning, after singing th
"Star Spangled Banner," Mrs. Brumback, conductor, read a selection on
the composition of the poem of The
Star Spangfed, Banner, and also how
the tune was put to the words. Dur
ing the reading the national salute
with the hat, right hand and arm,
across the breast, was given,
Victoriano Cruz, who has been
member of the institute for the past
three years, and who last year taught
at Penasco, Taos county, is again en
rolled, and will try for a second grade
certificate.
Miss Belle Sweet, one of the popu
lar city teachers last term, was
morning visitor today. She express
ed herself as highly pleased with the
work the teachers are doing.
A committee to draft a letter of
condolence to Miss Annie Mae Flow
ers, reported the following:
Santa Fe, N. M., June 12, 1911.
Miss Annie Mae Flowers, Moriarty,
N.M.
Dear Miss Flowers: In behalf of
the Santa Fe county teachers, we
wish to extend our sympathy in your
hour of sorrow. Be brave, dear com
rade. Your deeds of kindness, and
your love for your dear brother will
help you, Oh, so much, with the help
of our Heavenly Father you will be

v

Being made without alcohol, this " Medical Discovery " helps the stomach to
assimilate the food , thereby curing dyspepsia. It is especially adapted to diseases
attended Tith excessive tissue waste, notably in convalescence from various
fevers, for
people and those who are always " catching cold."
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser is sent on receipt of 31
d
book of 1008 pates. Address Dr.
stamps for the French
R. V. Pierce, No. 663 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

YOUNGSTER RAN AUTO
INTO THREE

Whooping cough is not dangerous
when the cough is kept loose and exeasy by giving Chamber?
He Could Make Dr. Casner's Car Go pectoration
Iain's Cough Remedy.
It has been
All Right But it Wouldn't
used in many epidemics of this disStop.
ease with perfect success. For sale
all dealers.
A youngster cranked Dr. A. J. Cas- by
ner's automobile which was standing
near the plaza this afternoon and ran
the car slowly down Palace avenue,
NATIONAL
but when he tried to stop the machine,
he couldn't. A big sorrel saddle horse
EDUCATIONAL
stood nearby and his head came in
contact with the glass shield, smashASSOCIATION.
ing it. The animal was tied and could
not break away, and the way he
stretched his neck was pitiful. Two
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
other horses hitched to a wagon filled with wood then grew frightened
and tried to run away. For a moJULY 4,
1911.
ment it looked as though three horses
would be killed or that two of them
would run away and perhaps cause
serious loss of life and damage to
property.
Dr. Frederick M. Bishop of London,
ROUND TRIP RATE
England, was passing by with Bron-so- n
M. Cutting of this
city and they
managed to extricate the saddle, horse Dates of sale, June 27th to July 5th
from his perilous position while a
Final Limit September 15th 1911
newspaper man cut the reins which
could not be untied. In holding the
LIBERAL
PRIVILEGES
horse after the animals head was rein front of the shatteredetaoimfwyp
Fe
leased from its agonizing position
Apply
in front of the shattered glass shield,
for informaDr. Bishop's knuckles were painfully
bruised and gashed.
He went to a
drug store and had his hand dressed.
Dr. Casner was indignant when he
found out what had happened and he
said this should be a good lesson to
youngsters not to monkey with automobiles.
H. S.
HORSES.

8-1-

$45.20

WANTS
FOR RENT

Six roomed brick cot
O. C. Wat

tage. Bath, range, light
son & Co.

LOST Gold bracelet in Plaza. Re
turn to Patrocinio Lopez, at Salmon's
store.

-

FOR SALE Seven room house,
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.
--

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.

repair work and typewriters guar
anteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.
All

ROSWELL

AUTO

Chicago,

$50.35

m. Louis,

$44.35

St

Paul, $50.35
Buffalo, $64.95
New York, $76.35

Boston,

$75.95

COLORADO
Denver
.$21.10
Colorado Springs
ig.15
Pueblo
16.35
Low rates to many other principal
points in the United States, Canada
and Mexico.
Liberal stopover privileges.
Return limit, October 31st, 1911.
For further particulars see any
Santa Fe agent,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
Santa e, N. M.

Cft, R0SWELL, N. M.

STOP-OVE-

to Santa

Agents
tion and

literature
pertaining to this
meeting.

If you want anything on earth-- a Try
New Mexican want ad.
--

Santa Fe, N. M.

Lutz,
Agent.
-

.

Carrying the U. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern aad Bock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
a
A Santa re Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. m., ar' "
rive In Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:t0 a. m., arrive In Vaughn at 5:30 p. m.
To-pek-

Baggage allowance 100 lbs. ' to
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate of $6.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are given for excursions, for eight or more passengers.
For further information, write the
Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.

J W. STOCKABD,

MANAGES
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Won

at Last

By Carl Jenkins
by Associated Lltrary
Preu.)
Mr. James Skeen was a widower of
fifty. He had the reputation of being a persistent man. As he had had
a lawsuit that lasted twenty-twyears,
his persistency had been proved. It
was also known that he had courted
his wife for six years and then carried her off by main force.
Mrs. Faber was a widow. She was
pretty well fixed financially, and she
didn't care to marry again. She had
been put to the test and had refused.
She was buxom and
and
Widower Skeen had no moral or legal
right to come bothering. But he did.
He made up his mind one day to
ask her to be his wife. He expected
to be refused, but that didn't worry
(Copyright,

1911,

o

good-nature-

him.
The widower was hoeing corn in a
lot next to the widow's house. He'
was barefooted and had on a torn
Shirt, a pair of overalls and an old

straw hat. Five minutes after making
up his mind he dropped his hoe,
climbed the fence and appeared at
the widow's back door. She was scouring a milk pan. She had polished
her nose as well as the pan.
"Look-a-hersaid Mr.
widow,"
Skeen, "what's the matter of me and
you getting married?"
"Lord save us!" gasped the widow
as she polished her hand Instead of
the pan.
"Jars you, eh? Well It shouldn't!
A widow ought to be ready for a pro
posal any minute."
"And a widower ought to have his
ears cuffed for making one! Marry
you, Jim Skeen? Why, I wouldn't
think of it for a minute!"
"Oh, yes, you will. You'll think of
It a great many minutes. Widow
Faber, you are going to be my second
wife as sure as corn grows and string-bean- s
climb!"
"I never will, and you get out of
here and back to your corn!"
Mr. Skeen went back to his work
The widow was as good
whistling.
as his. He let a week elapse and
e,

-Because I don't want to'marry any
one. I don't and I won't, and I call
upon the law to protect me!"
"Lots o' laws on the statute books;
Vidow Faber, but I don't know I
don't know about this. If Jem fikeen
was throwing stones at your hens or
breaking your windows the law would
grab him in a minute, but as long as
he's only asking you to marry him,
what are we going to do? If my old
woman was dead I reckon I'd ask
you myself."
The widow didn't go home with
tears in her eyes. She was too mad
tor that. She hunted around for a
stout club and stood it in a convenient
spot, and that club was meant for
the Widower Skeen in case he pestered again.
It so happened, however, that he
was called away for the next two
weeks on business, and the club was
not brought into use. One day, just
as the two weeks were up, the Widow
Faber started out to pay a visit to a
woman across the creek that ran
through the town. On the path she
took this creek was crossed by a footbridge. It was a shaky affair at best,
and few people used it. She had Just
reached the middle of the structure
when she saw Mr. Skeen advancing
from the other end. She halted and
he came along up and said:
"Well, widow, you see I am back.
Going somewhere?"
"Yes."
"I was in hopes I would find you
at home, as I wish to talk about our
getting married. Better go back with
me."
"Mr. Skeen, I'll never marry you
never!" she replied with vigor.
"Oh, yes, you will. You forgot that
I am a determined man. I'll call this
evening for you to set the date!"
"If you pester me again I'll
I'll
!"
She had no time to complete the
sentence. Under their united weight
the old bridge went down with a
crash. It was a fall of ten feet, and
the creek had a depth of six feet and
a swift current The widow screamed
and gasped and gurgled, but the
widower was cool. He supported her
and made a landing a hundred fet
below. As she leaned up against a
tree, limp and bedraggled, he said-- .
"Widow Faber, may I cal! this
evening and talk the wedding over?"
"No, no, no!" she gasped.
"All right We will make it Sunday evening. Widow, let me wall your
attention to the fact that we have
landed on the shores of Deacon
Shine's pasture. The deacon owns a
bull, and that bull is coming for us
and we must climb this tree. Up you
go. That's it. Just in time. He
can't reach us, and will go away in
time. Now, as to our getting married. We are up a tree, of course,
but don't you think?"
"I do, I do!" she exclaimed In answer. "I said I'd never marry you,
but I will. You've pestered, and I've
been drowned, and here's a bull roaring at us, and I can't hold out no
longer! Yes, James, I'm yours! Well
be married tomorrow!"

Barbara of
the Beach
By Philip

Painted

Harper's Ferry Is Alive, a
tune Awaits Him.

Sign

Kean

by Associated Literary
Press.)
"Father, you shouldn't have let me
spend so much at school when all of
you needed things you shouldn't."
She knelt beside the big chair, and
with her face agatns't the rough collar
of his coat, sobbed out her protest
"There, there," he smoothed her
crisp curls with his big hand. "It was
the failure of the peach crop, girlie,
and money has been so scarce."
"I didn't dream," was her renewed
explanation, "and I have been going
on as If we were millionaires."
"Not quite that, but you were dipping in pretty heavy, so your mother
and I thought it would be best for you
to square your shoulders to poverty,
like the rest of us."
"Of course. Mother can let Chloe go,
and I'll do the cooking."
"Not so fast," her father warned.
"You'll have all the work you need to
help mother with the kidlets, and we'll
all have to lead the simple life. Babbie."
"You will see how economical I can
be."
As the months passed, however, Bar
bara was convinced that economy
could be carried no further.
They
had let Chloe go, two of their daily
meals consisted largely of fruit, and
the third often lacked meat. The
problem of making ends meet was
heavy.
The climax came one Monday morning, when the little 'mother was kept
in bed by a headache, and Barbara

went to her father for orders.
"Father, everything has given out,
and you won't let me ask for credit
at the store."
"No," sharply. "I guess It has come
to bread and water, Babbie. I must
have every penny to put in the orchards.
It means our living next

year, you know."
"If I could only earn something "
"No, not yet," he caught her fingers
in his, "you are too young."
"I am nineteen."
"Too young," he repeated.
"Do you think it is too hot for soup
for lunch? There are some vegetables
left odds and ends."
"Anything to satisfy the children I
can eat lettuce and bread and be
,

thankful."
He smiled at her so brightly that
she kissed him and cried: "You are

at

For-

Sign-painte-

position at the Harper's Ferry station

"Oh, yes, you will. Widow, I'm a about thirty years ago. The summer's
determined man. We are going to be heat and winter's storms have in no
married. I vas Just wondering why way dimmed the luster of the paint
used to make the words "Harper's
I didn't marry you two years ago."
"You pester me and III have the Ferry." They stand out as boldly
as the day they were formed by the
law on you!" she almost shouted.
"You can't make it pestering to ask artist's brush.
a woman to marry you. Jog along,
The wood around the letters has
widow I'll come for you when work been worn about
of an
slacks off a little.
tech by sand beaten against it by
Two weeks later the widow saw Mr. fierce winds, but the letters have
Skeen approaching the house and she withstood the elements.
shut and locked all the doors. He
It is asserted that no paint manuwas in nowise put out. He stopped at factured nowadays is equal in duraan open window, .and with his head bility to that which . was applied to
Inside and his body out he cheerfully the old sign, and if the person who
mixed it Is living and will take adInquired:
"Shall we go before the squar, vantage of the secret he possesses
widow, or to a preacher, I'm willing as to its composition it is said he
you should have your way about
can, by engaging in the

if

"Neither squar nor preacher, and

you get out of that window!" was

called to him.
"Oh, It's got to be one or the other,
you know. Think It over."
"I won't do it!"
"But you'll have to. Widow, Tm
sot, and when I'm sot that's the end
of it You are going to be Mrs. Skeen
No. 2. You can tell all your friends."
'Til have you arrested before sundown! Ill go right off now and
see
the constable!"
She was as good as her word
She
entered the presence of that official
with tears in her eyes to say
"Zeke Parsons, you are a
con
table." "Yes, widow, I have reached that
high pinnacle."
"Ain't there a law against peaterlnc

a

I

body?"

Went for a Walk Through the Long
Lane of Pines.

Vast

a, dt

will be ready. If you don't mind waiting?" She put the question to the
smiling young man.
"I would wait ten years," he said
with alacrity.
The little cakes were served in the
arbor outside, with a pitcher of cold
milk to accompany them.
"I want you to meet dad," Barbara
said, as she brought the good things
out on a tray. "Mother isn't well."
The shabby old man greeted the

wayfarers heartily.
"Stopping at the big hotel?" ho
asked. "Well, now, you must come
over often, mustn't they, Babs?"
"Is that what you call her?" Toddlekins asked, curiously.
"Why, I call
my big brother Bobs. It's just as if
their names were made for each, isn't

it?"

They laughed at that, and big brother Bobs said:
"I feel as If we had imposed on your
but we couldn't resist the
hospitality
cookies. And now you must let me
take you out in my car. This after
noon, shall It be?"
It was a pleasant thing to Bee dad'6
shabbiness and mother's weariness
and Barbara's responsibilities forgot
ten as they sped away In the big au-

YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. ilE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in

to thousands every day.
BUSINESS.

tomobile.

Barbara sat beside the driver and
he told her of the death of Toddlekins' mother, his favorite sister, and
of the tragic drowning of the child's
father a year later, and so the little
one was in his care, and that of a

nurse.
"I try to be everything to her," he
said.
"But you have money everything
is easy, with plenty of money."
"Money will not bring back mother-lov- e
to Toddlekins."
and father-lov"Forgive me," Barbara said quickly,
"but lately it has seemed as if there
isn't anything worth thinking of but
money. Last year the peach crop
failed, and that's our living, so I had
to come home from school and help."
"Life ought to be made easy for
you," he said.
Six weeks later he asked her to
marry him.
She looked at him with startled
eyes. "Oh, what must you think of
me? I have talked of my poverty, of
my needs of money but I never
dreamed of this."
"I think of nothing but my happiness."
She shook her head. "I would always feel that I had been bought"
"Then you don't love me?"
"I don't know. Oh, please go away
and don't ask me."
After that Toddlekins came alone.
Barbara,
plodding
through the
dreary days, made up her mind to
many things.
"Dad, I am going to see if I can't
find something to do," she announced
one morning. "I am going to the city."
"
"Oh,
She told him of the love she bad
put out of her life, so he asked for
the last time: "You think you couldn't
marry him, girlie?"
"Oh, I must not; I must not."
The next day she sought work In
the great town. She ate her dinner in
a cheap restaurant, for she dreaded to
go to the poor room which she had
rented for a week.
"How am I going to stand It?" was
her thought.
Somebody sat down opposite her
but her eyes were so blurred with
tears that she did not see who it was.
Then some one said, "Oh, Babs, Babs,
I have found you."
"Do you think I will let you drag
your life in such an existence?" he demanded later, as they walked through
the electric lighted streets. "You love
me, Babs. It was in your eyes when
you looked up and saw me."
e

"But"

"There are no 'buts.' If you knew
I was poor, Babs, If you knew that
tion of his high courage, she put her marriage would mean struggle and
whole heart and soul into the making hardship and sorrow, would you say
no?"
of the soup.
They dined later at a wonderful and
After lunch she went for a walk
through the long lane of pines which exclusive hotel, and Babs' shabbiness
led to the beach. The wind, blowing was relieved by the resplendence of a
from the south, brought with it a large bunch of violets, and by a diawarmth which made most of the mond circlet on her third finger.

cold-eye- d

yr

m
m

'm

a wonder!" Then, with the Inspira

guests of the summer hoteels retire
to their rooms, and the porches
were deserted. A few bathers laced In
the purple rollers.
A half dozen
hooded chairs, set on the sands, pro
tected a little company of old ladles
who, at no other hour of the day,
business, soon accumulate dared to brave the elements. Up the
beach the babies played under the
,
wealth.
care of languid nurses.
As she walked among the little folk,
'' Not
Surprised.
Barbara was struck by the wistfulness
"Funny thing about Bolivar," said of most of the childish faces.
As
Wiggins.
young things will do, they carried
"What's that?" said BJones.
their treasures of seaweed and shell
"Why, they operated on him for ap- to their nurses, only to be met by
indifference.
pendicitis the other day, and, by ginBarbara, unger! when they came to look there derstanding their needs, smiled at
wasn't anything there," said Wiggins. them, and was soon the center of a
"Well, I'm not curprised," said circle.
BJones, "I never could see anything U
"Let's build a sand castle with a
Bolivar myself ."Harper's Weekly.
moat," was her enlivening suggestion.
It was all very fascinating, the old
ladles were delighted, and a certain
tall young man, lounging languidly in
a chair, watched with interest the efforts of the very charming and energetic girl.
"Say 'thank you,' Toddlekins," he
told his small sister, "and ask her to

"There sure is."
"Then I want Jim Skeen arrested
and Jailed."
"Whew! Why, Jim Skeen wouldn't
7;
pester a fly."
, "But I tell you he is pestering me!"
"So! How?"
"Asking me to marry him when I
don't want to. He's asked me three
times!"
"But that ain't pestering," said the
Tired Tim Did
constable, as a smile crossed his face.
ever have
"That is, it ain't within the meaning swimmin' in de head, Ragsy?
law.
of the
That's courting. No law
BMy Yep, onct I was at a house
to stop, a man courting as I knows an' de lady turned me down, an' I
wouldn't leave. Den she sailed u oM
of."
"But ain't it threats when he says man, an' all of a sudden It come on
he's bound to have me?" :
"No. Thais Just saying that he
lorn you better than any other womTo Be Sure,
an, and is willing to swim the mill'
How swt la love,
pond to get you. Why dont you
But then, of. eourse,
Wo turtle, dors v '
many him?"

m

ven-

May I,

girl"

The living worth of good work is
even in small
always recognized,
do not usually
things.
achieve wealth or fame, yet it is said
that a fortune awaits the man who
painted a station sign at Harper's
Ferry, on the Baltimore & Ohio railThe Widower Was Hoeing Corn.
road, shortly after the completion of
then he met her on the street as she the line at that point The Western
was going to the postoffice
and Society of Engineers has the sign on
exhibition at their rooms.
stopped her to say:
"Been thinking that thing over, of
The engineers are trying to ascereourse? When will you be ready!" tain who mixed the paint and applied
"Never in all my born days!" she it to the sign, which was placed in

replied.

PAGE SEVEN

"They're not bakpd, dearie," Barbara said, "but in ten minutes they

PAINTER'S SECRET VALUABLE
If the Man Who

ToUdiekins

Brother Bobs?"

1311,

(Copyright,

"I should like,"

tured, "to ask for a cookie.

51.

Ball for Girl Who Knits.
Children will generally perform a
task or learn a lesson gleefully If they
receive a small reknow that they-wl- ll
ward. The German mothers seem to
realise this and in order to encourage

the NEW MEXICAN speaks t1

IT IS BOUND

TO BRING YOU

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO
BUY.
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise'
ments in its local papers.

It is a BUSINESS
vertising pays. That

MAXIM universally accepted
is, if it is done right.

that

ad-

PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling

sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
tliei7, is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
'
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.
THE

MERCHANT is noted by the
fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
NON-PROGRESSI-

poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that

you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to'advertise.

The "New Mexican" goes into the
homes of Santa Fe and it reaches

their little girls to knit, have a delightful plan of surprises.
The wool is wound into a large ball
called the wonder ball, because It contains many little gifts wound hidden
In the strands by the mother as she
winds the ball.
As the gift In the center of the ban
will be found last, this is usually the
most valuable and might be a gold
ring, a silver coin, a silver thimble, or
anything which the mother thinks will
This
appeal to her little daughter.
method stimulates perseverance and at
the same time lessens the drudgery
Of learning to knit

every post office in Hew Mexico
J

PRIDE.

pays to

atotise m Ste

come again."
"Please," begged Toddlekins, and
Barbara promised.
But the next day her mother was
not well, and the day after It stormed,
and the day after that there was baking to be done, and It was while Bar-

bara was rolling put little cakes that
Toddlekins appeared at the back door.
"By trig brother and I want you to
come down to the beach and play," she
announced, "and make forts and

ITS

things."
"But, darling," Barbara pleaded, "I
tun making cookies."

"Oh!" said Toddlekins, rapturously.
"Why does Mrs. Btuokuppe assume
Then she peered around the corner of
the porch. "Oh. dear Brother Bobs such haughty airs? Has it been estab
come here, my lovely lady la making lished that she la descended from a
cookies."
"No; she Is the only woman in this
He cam rather sheepishly. Toddle-kjn- a
of town who has ever received a
part
was yearning for him.1' he e
5
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GROCERY

and BAKERY

;

I

COFFEES
First Class

j

Cts. Per, Pound

35

Money Back if Not Satisfactory
HALL and WHITE HOUSE ALWAYS

BARRINGTON

CUP

j

Guaranteed

MRS. RORER'S

'

j

RIGHT

1

QUALITY UNEXCELLED

j

Phone

F. Andrews

No. 4.

15-1-

Phone No.4.

Turquoise, Laveliers,

r

Opals,

Amethysts,

5

i

I
j

TIE

Waltham

EXQUISITE DESIGNS

is America's

j

ioneer watch. Here and
r.broad it is reco.siized as
the hhest type of time-piec- e.
We are headquarters for the

IN

GOLD AND SILVER

There is a Difference

FILIGREE

Waltham Watch

Between Wagons

Before you make a watch purchase
let us tell you how and why you
will get more for your money in a
Waltham. A full assortment of all
grades.

."It's

Time You Owned

.

S.

A cheap wagon looks about as good as a Studebaker when it
but it won't compare with a Studebaker after several
years wear;
And what is more,
';'.
The chances are that what you have paid on it for repairs,' added
to the original cost, would be more than we would ask for a new

SPITZ,

is new,

The Jeweler

a Waltham."

IS

Hardware

The cheap wagon is played out" in a few yean,

Distributors of

The Walger
New Model
Awning
v..
THE
.-

BEST

Studebaker,

buys

sssMHi

Light running

mm

wears longest

AWNING

EVER PUT UP

-.
.-

.

SANTA FE HARDWARE
!-&

11

44

..

But,
The Studebaker will be practically as good as new.
The prudent farmer buys the wagon that will do his work well
and wear well.

He

SUPPLY CO.

'

Should a Parisiana Cor-

set prove defective in any way

We Will Replace It Without

Question

the Philippines.

'

-

NEW SHORT COAT, the scanty
THE the extreme
simplicity
season's gowns, demand that the 1911
woman be corseted perfectly.

American-mad- e

split.

Supply and Demand and Not Blue
Book of Alleged Trust Govern
Prices in Missouri.

STYLE, BULLETIN

authentic Paris
PARISIANA CORSETS, in
embodied
a practical

-

Pacific Coast Has Benefit of Free Im
portation From Hawaii and

(By Special Leased Wire 10 New Mexican (By Special leased Wire to New Mexican)
Kansas City, Mo., June 13. That
Washington, D. C, June 13. Ah ef
the cost of. producing yellow pine
fort to discover whether
zones have been established by lumber Increased 88 per cent from
the American Sugar Refining Com' 1898 to 1908 and the supply and depany in an effort to control prices,' mand and not the "Blue Book" or
marked the resumption of the "sugar price list issued by the Yellow Pine
trust" inquiry today. Edwin F. At Manufacturers' Association controlled the price, was the assertion of
kins, acting head of the sugar corpora
S. Keith, president of the
Charles
SuAmerican
tion, declared that the
Central Coal and Coke Company of
gar Refining Company owned much this
city on the witness stand today
stock in the sugar refineries in Caliat the hearing of the states, ouster
fornia and that it did not attempt to
suit against the alleged "lumber
compete with them. He gave as the trust." :
reason for this abandonment of the '' Mr.
Keith said that while his comcoast business the freight rate differpany was a member of the Yellow
ences of a half cent a pound on sugar Pine Manufacturers'
Association, there
transported from the eastern refiner- was no agreement to regulate or conies which he insisted was the princi- trol the prices of yellow
pine or to
pal reason for the failure of competi- limit competition in the state of Mistion.
souri.'
Replying to Representative Raker
He said the only curtailment of outof California, Mr. Atkins, said the put recommended by the association
price of sugar was the same on the was in 1904.
Pacific and the Atlantic coasts, but
Mr. Keith said his company someare times arbitrarily curtails Its producthe
Pacific
manufacturers
able to sell as far east as Chicago tion ot'tfumber without consulting re--,
while the Eastern refineries cannot presentatives of other lumber inter--.
ship further west than Kansas City ests because of business policy or the
and Omaha.
physical conditions under which the
"The reason is that the Pacifio lumber is produced.
coast has free raw sugar," said Mr.
Atkins.
NO DIVIDEND FOR
'
"The refineries there
D. & R. G. PREFERRED.
get the
Hawaiian and Philippine sugars without duty while we have to pay $1.34 Had Paid Regularly for Ten Years
But Financial Condition is
duty on each hundred pounds of Cu
ban sugar," he continued.
Adverse at Present.
Mr. Atkins said he did not know Mr. (By Special Leased Wire to TTew Mexican)
Spreckels, nor what interest the latNew York, June 13. Directors of
ter had in various beet sjgar com- the Denver & Rio Grande railway
PORTUGUESE REPUBLIC WILL
of the west.
today passed the dividend on the preANNIHILATE
ROYALISTS. panies
"I have not been able to get any in- ferred stock of the company. The
formation from any of the companies sjtock has paid 5 per cent since 1901
Official Decree Issued for Assembly to
in which we are largely interested," and last week at a meeting of the diConvene on June 19 to Form
said Mr. Atkins.
rectors it was decided to defer action
Government.
"We are minority stockholders and on the dividend until the bankers
they refuse to tell us anything about could look into the roads financial condition. The stock fell from 631-- to
rr-m irew Mexican) about their troubles."
(By Special
62
when the dividend news became
Lisbon, Portugal, June 13. Captain
known.
Coucelero, the royalist leader, is re- - FORMER GOVERNOR OF
KENTUCKY IS DYING.
ported to be again preparing to cross
The uniform success that has attend13. Former
the Portuguese frontier.
Lebanon, Ky. June
Colonel Barreto. the minister of Governor J. Proctor Knotty is critical- ed the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
war, today ordered the fifth and sixth ly ill at his home near here. Weak Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
It
regiments to Casadores, the fifteenth ened by a stroke of paralysis a few made it a favorite everywhere.
regiment with Maxim guns, to Braga. months ago, he is threatened by pneu- can always be depended upon. For
the eighth cavalry and the fourteenth monia. He is nearly 82 years old.
sale by an dealers.
infantry to Villa Real, all fully equipped. The northern and southern frontiers are lined with troops at stragetic
MEN'S LISLE HOSE AT 25 CENTS A PAIR. points. Gunboats are moving in the
rivers.
MEN'S SILK HOSE AT 50 CENTS A PAIR.
Minister Barrelo declares that if
the Royalists enter the country they
will be annihilated.
An official decree issued today con
vokes the constituent assembly on
June 19, when the deputies whose
seats have not been contested, will
proclaim the republic of Portugal. On
the following day the provisional gov
ernment will resign but it is probable
that its officers will be empowered to
act until the new government has
been regularly established.

PARISANA "

The Stays in Parisiana Corsets
are GUARANTEED not to
break, the material not to

COST OF PRODUCING
LUMBER HAS ADVANCED.

STORE

JniJS,

Corset. This, briefly, is
the meaning of the name Parisiana :,.

FREIGHT RATES FORBID
COMPETITION IN SUGAR.

If You Could Only
See Yourself
in the Parisiana corset
made specially for your
size and proportions, see
how this corset brings out
your good points, covers
up your weak ones, you
would realize how nearly
ideal your figure can be.

.

The Parisiana

Corset is, the

proper Corset.

The Parisiana

styles are distinctive

pARISIANA

(pRSETS

der, youthful lines, straight hips

are made in 48 styles.
Come in and ask for the
style designed for your
type of figure.
These wonderful shaping corsets are surprisingly
low in price, $1.00,'. $2. OO
and up.

They are guaranteed to
hold their good shape and
style or you will receive a
new corset without charge.

,

because

they are original. The Parisiana gives to the figure the slen-

The PARISIANA prices within the reach of all.
The PARISIANAkCORSETS on display in our store.

t

4

WAGON

Company

JUNE 13, 1911.
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j

WOOD-DAV-

TUESDAY,

J

Hersch the well known merchant has great devotion of the faithful to the
'
given the gold medal for the seventh memory of this saint" whose greatest
and
his
at
i
Loretto
virtue seemed humility. St. Anthony
a lie
academy
grade
name was unintentionally omitted is invoked by those in Beach of lost
from the list of medal donors recent-- ! articles and in some of the large
churches in the east as well as the
published.
ly
.
j
X
Santa Fe, N. M., June 13.
Comfortable and Stylish, the Paris-- j West, numerous candles are seen
Mexico
New
For
Generally X iana Corest. Salmon's Big Store
lays;Durnjng before his statue, emblematic
fair tonight and Wednesday;
stress o- - this latest Ameri-- o
ti,e respect-showthis servant of
special
i
not much change in tempera- - SS can made corset, that is
meeting with Go(j.
X such a phenomenal sale in the large: Cox
ture.
yvants $5,000 Damages W. W,
eastern cities. A complete line, lookCoXj a wealthy rancher of Dona Ana
them over. Your attention is invited county has brought suit for $5,000
One Year's Supply Toilet Paper $1 to the advertisement on page eight,
damages against the Las Cruces Rail-Bi- g
at Goebels.
Excursion Here About 50 offi- - way company for injuries sustained by
French Beautiful Cotton Voilles, 27- - cers and members of the International an automobile accident on the tracks
all colors, 35 cents per yard. This Sunday School association, with sev- - of the company.
week only. Mrs. Goebel. t
Luncheon The MeBusinessmen's
en members of that association's les-Call the Capital City Dairy, phone son committee, arrived in Santa Fe'silla Valley Chamber of Commerce
'
Black 188, when in need of milk and this morning on a special train of five has inaugurated the poliey of having
!
cream. Surplus always on hand.
coaches which came from
Chicago at stated intervals Business Men's
The first luncheon was
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, eye, ear, nose and which is taking them to San Fran-- ! Luncheons.
and throat specialist of Las Vegas, Cisco to attend the meeting of the as- - neld in Elks' hall at Las Cruces
6
will he at the Palace hotel, June
June 20 to 27. The excur-- ; day.
and 17. Hours, 2 to 5 p. m.
sionists spent several hours in the! Autoists Meet Tonight The Santa
Automobile Club will meet tonight
Mrs. Sargent Better" In response city seeing the sights and buying cur-'F- e
about the condition ios. The leader' of the party is W. in the room of the Chamber of Com
:to
many
inquiries
'
of Mrs. W. G. Sargent, who was oper- - H. Hartshorn, chairman of the execu- merce on the west side of the plaza.
One of the matters which may come
ated on at the Sanitarium, Territorial tive committee ofj the association.
up will be the discussion of the best
'Auditor W. G. Sargent stated today
George Armijo,. Was There The method of
keeping children from runj that she is considered
out of danger.
resolution adopted 'by the Associated
in front of automobiles while in
ning
Mexico
New
Men
of
Societies
The
Fraternal
half
hose
sale
For
Only
chaufof Julius Gerdes. Look at the adver-- I endorsing jjiew Mexico's constitution motion and the cautioning of
which was feurs to toot their horns on certain,
tisement, the prices cannot be equal-- j "without amendments"
narrow streets.
A serious accident
fed and quality is open for your in-- I passed amidst much enthusiasm last
was narrowly averted on College ave- was
introduced
Clerk
Probate
by
night
spection.
Scout Dance Tonight The
Boy
ster is said to have run in front of an
'
Boy Scout dance tonight at Library Americana AJliansia.'
auto. The
of the child main- Hall will be a most enjoyable social
Feast of St, Anthony Today the tained that parents
the chauffeur should have
event. The proceeds are to buy camp Roman Catholic church all over the tooted his horn while
the chauffeur
equipment for the boys. Tickets will world celebrates the' feast of St. An- was evidently kept busy trying to
be sold at the door. The dance be- thony of Padua and the statue of St. steer his
machine away frOm the in
gins at 8:30 p. m.
Anthony which stands in most of the pendjng obstruction. This is only an
Leo Hersch
Gives Medal
Leo cnurcnes oi fie Tvoria anesis me other
proof that great care must be
exercised by everyone on Santa Fe's
narrow streets.

Tur. nimv onnun no
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and slightly hipped in waist

ef-

fect, accomplishing this in a

Harmless and Comfortable Way

NATHAN SALMON
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